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II. Resum 

Durant l’última dècada, els materials intel·ligents han emergit com a una tendència 

fascinant en la ciència de materials. El seu concepte principal consisteix en l’auto-resposta 

reversible a estimulació externa (com per exemple temperatura, llum o camps elèctrics) 

produint un canvi en les seves pròpies propietats fisicoquímiques (p. ex. forma, color o 

rigidesa), i es basen normalment en materials tous en combinació amb altres materials amb 

funcionalitats extra. En aquest àmbit, els materials optomecànics tous són especialment 

interessants per desenvolupar dispositius de sensat i actuació innovadors gràcies a la 

naturalesa inalàmbrica dels sistemes òptics, la selectivitat sintonitzable a diferents 

longituds d’ona i la possibilitat de ser combinada amb altres tipus d’estimulació (p. ex. 

camps elèctrics o magnètics). En particular, la inclusió de nanopartícules o nanoestructures 

plasmòniques en substrats polimèrics tous (p. ex. elastòmers) comporta possibilitats 

interessants, com les característiques òptiques fàcils de modificar dels materials plasmonics 

i la gran elasticitat i robustesa dels materials tous. Aquesta nova classe de materials és 

referida en aquesta tesi com a metamaterials plasmomecànics tous. 

Tot i així, aquest particular camp d’estudi es relativament recent, pel qual encara hi ha 

moltes oportunitats i reptes que han de ser afrontats. Per aquest motiu, aquesta tesi està 

dedicada al desenvolupament de nous metamaterials plasmomecànics tous, portant a 

terme l’estudi detallat de les seves propietats òptiques i mecàniques (englobant les 

ressonàncies plasmòniques, fenòmens fotònics i les respostes a esforç mecànic) i el seu 

disseny per a l’ús en aplicacions pràctiques en l’àmbit del sensat i l’actuació. La litografia 

col·loïdal és utilitzada per fabricar nanoestructures plasmòniques (Fe, Au), en combinació 

amb materials elastomèrics com el poli(dimetilsiloxà) (PDMS), per aconseguir cada 

particular metamaterial plasmomecànic. 

Específicament, les dificultats d’implementar absorbents de llum en ampla de banda 

eficients en substrats flexibles o elàstics són abordades amb el desenvolupament d’un nou 

metamaterial basat en una capa de ferro nanoestructurat sobre una capa fina elastomèrica. 

Aquest nou metamaterial combina les ressonàncies plasmòniques amortides del ferro 

nanoestructurat amb l’absorció infraroja del PDMS per aconseguir una absorció 

independent de l’angle i amb un ample de banda sense precedents (mitjana del 84% des de 

300 a 18000 nm). Aquest excepcional comportament òptic, juntament amb un gran 

desajustament de les propietats mecàniques d’ambdós materials és explotat per a 

desenvolupar diversos dispositius foto-termo-mecànics inalàmbrics i innovadors. 

Específicament, un iris artificial autoregulat, biomimètic i sense alimentació s’ha 

desenvolupat, el qual modula la seva obertura interna en resposta a la intensitat de llum 

incident, i per tant auto-regulant la potència de llum transmesa. A més a més, una pinça 

controlada per llum i un interruptor elèctric activat via llum s’han desenvolupat per a 

demostrar la extensa aplicabilitat d’aquest metamaterial. La quasi-plana absorció en gran 

ample de banda permet l’actuació d’aquests dispositius mitjançant tant llum 

monocromàtica com policromàtica (làser, LED blanc o llum solar), i inclús la feble emissió 

infraroja d’emissors tèrmics. A més a més, la independència a l’angle d’incidència de la 
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llum permet la efectivitat d’aquests dispositius en qualsevol orientació respecte a la llum 

incident. 

A través de l’explotació de les propietats magnètiques del ferro, el mateix metamaterial és 

utilitzat també per a desenvolupar un actuador inalàmbric i multi-funcional (responsiu tant 

òptica com magnèticament). Específicament, el control senzill de la força i direcció de 

l’actuació magnètica és combinada amb la actuació lumínica de gran ample de banda, 

permetent condicions d’operació remotes i versàtils per a aplicacions en robòtica tova. A 

més a més, s’ha aconseguit la incorporació de la funcionalitat d’auto-sensat a través 

d’incloure una estructura de reixa fotònica a la part posterior de l’actuador, la qual proveeix 

de coloració estructural a l’actuador. La resposta mecànica de l’actuador a qualsevol estímul 

extern (p. ex. òptic o magnètic) es mostra com a un canvi de coloració (resposta 

mecanocròmica) i és quantificada en temps real a través de l’anàlisi del valor Hue dels 

píxels de les imatges preses a través d’una càmera RGB convencional o d’un smartphone. 

L’actuació remota i multi-estímul del dispositiu, juntament amb les seves capacitats d’auto-

sensat estableixen les bases per al desenvolupament de mecanismes en bucle per a sistemes 

inalàmbrics automatitzats, els quals són de gran interès per a operacions en robòtica tova 

en ambients inaccessibles o perillosos. 

Finalment, s’ha demostrat el desenvolupament de la primera cavitat Fabry-Perot estirable 

i amplificada plasmònicament, juntament amb la seva aplicabilitat per a sensat òptic 

d’esforç. Aquest nou material consisteix en una matriu de “mitja-closques” d’or plasmonic 

auto-organitzats, les quals són auto-incrustades dins un substrat elastomèric arrugat. El seu 

innovador protocol de fabricació està basat en l’estrès generat durant el curat del polímer, 

el qual és catalitzat per la superfície d’or de les mitja-closques. Aquest estrès provoca l’auto-

empassament de les partícules plasmòniques dins la matriu polimèrica en profunditats 

controlades i la generació espontània de les arrugues superficials. Aquesta morfologia tant 

peculiar dóna lloc a un comportament òptic poc convencional que pot ser afinat a través de 

les condicions de fabricació. El material presenta una resposta òptica intensa (en variació 

de longitud d’ona i increment d’intensitat) a l’esforç mecànic, amb sensibilitat similar a 

altres aproximacions basades en processos de fabricació més complexes. A més a més, 

presenta gran robustesa i deformabilitat, les quals permet la seva aplicació com a sensor 

inalàmbric de pressió/esforç en superfícies corbades. 

En resum, aquesta tesi aborda diferents reptes en el desenvolupament de materials 

intel·ligents optomecànics tous per a diverses plataformes de sensat i actuació.  Aprofitant 

el comportament òptic únic dels nanomaterials plasmonics i les propietats fisicoquímiques 

dels elastòmers, nous metamaterials plasmomecànics s’han desenvolupat, caracteritzat i 

aplicat per a fer un pas endavant en el desenvolupament i implementació de materials 

optomecànics intel·ligents en diferents camps, com per exemple dispositius òptics 

autoregulats, robòtica tova o sensors d’esforç mecànic.



III. Abstract 

During the last decade, smart materials have emerged as an exciting trend in materials 

science. Its main concept consists on the reversible self-response to external stimulation 

(such as temperature, light or electric fields) by changing its own physicochemical 

properties (e.g. shape, colour or stiffness), and they are usually based in soft materials in 

combination with other materials with extra functionalities. Within this scope, soft 

optomechanical materials are especially appealing for developing innovative sensing and 

actuation devices due to the wireless nature of optics, the tunable selectivity to different 

wavelengths, and the possibility to be combined with other types of stimuli (such as electric 

or magnetic fields). In particular, the inclusion of plasmonic nanoparticles or 

nanostructures into soft polymer substrates (e.g. elastomers) entail interesting possibilities, 

such as the easily-tunable optical features of plasmonic materials and large elasticity and 

robustness of soft materials. This new class of materials are referred as soft plasmomechanical 

metamaterials. 

However, this particular field of study is relatively recent; thereby many opportunities and 

challenges still need to be dealt with. To that end, this thesis is dedicated to the development 

of new soft plasmomechanical metamaterials, bringing together the detailed study of their 

optical and mechanical properties (encompassing plasmonic resonances, photonic 

phenomena and responses to mechanical strain), with the design for their use into practical 

applications within the scope of sensing and actuation. Colloidal lithography is used to 

fabricate assembled plasmonic nanostructures (e.g. Fe, Au), that are following combined 

with elastomeric materials such as poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS), to achieve each 

particular plasmomechanical metamaterial.  

Specifically, the difficulties of implementing efficient broadband light absorbers into 

flexible or stretchable substrates are tackled by the development of a novel metamaterial 

based on a nanostructured iron layer on a thin elastomer film. This new metamaterial 

combines the damped plasmonic resonances of the nanostructured iron with the infrared 

absorption of PDMS to achieve an unprecedented broadband and angle-independent light 

absorption in flexible materials (average 84% from 300 to 18000 nm). This exceptional 

optical behaviour, together with a large mismatch on the mechanical properties of both 

materials are exploited to develop diverse innovative untethered photo-thermo-mechanical 

devices. Specifically, a power-free, self-regulated biomimetic artificial iris is developed, 

which modulates its inner aperture in response to the incident light intensity, thereby self-

regulating the transmitted light power. Also, a light-controlled mechanical gripper and a 

light-triggered electrical switch are developed to demonstrate the further applicability of 

this metamaterial. The nearly-flat ultrabroadband absorption enables the actuation of these 

devices by both monochromatic and polychromatic light sources (e.g., laser, white LED or 

sunlight), and even by weak infrared thermal emitters. In addition, the angle independency 

allows the device effectiveness at any orientation to the incident light. 
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By exploiting the magnetic properties of iron, the same metamaterial is then used to 

develop an untethered, multi-functional (single and dual optical/magnetically-responsive) 

actuator. Specifically, an easy control of the magnetic actuation strength and direction is 

combined with the broadband light actuation, enabling remote and versatile work 

operation conditions for soft-robotics applications. In addition, the incorporation of a self-

sensing functionality is achieved by including a photonic grating structure at the actuator 

back-side, which provides structural coloration to the actuator. The mechanical response of 

the actuator to any external stimuli (e.g. optical or magnetic) is displayed as a coloration 

shift (mechanochromic response) and quantified in real-time by the analysis of the Hue 

value in the pixels of the images taken by a conventional RGB camera or a smartphone 

camera. The remote and multi-stimuli actuation of the device, together with its self-sensing 

capabilities set the foundations for the development of feedback mechanisms in untethered 

automated systems, which are of great interest for soft robotics operation in inaccessible or 

hazardous environments. 

Finally, the development of the first stretchable plasmonic-enhanced Fabry-Perot cavity is 

demonstrated, together with its applicability for optical strain sensing. This new material 

consists on an array of self-assembled plasmonic gold semi-shells which are self-embedded 

into a wrinkled elastomer matrix. Its innovative fabrication protocol is based on the stress 

generation during the polymer crosslinking, which is catalysed by the gold surface of the 

semi-shells. This stress leads to the self-swallowing of the plasmonic particles inside the 

polymer matrix at controlled depths and the spontaneous generation of surface wrinkles. 

This peculiar morphology gives rise to unconventional optical behaviour that can be tuned 

by the manufacturing conditions. The material shows strong optical response (in both 

wavelength shift and reflectivity increase) to mechanical strain, with similar sensitivity to 

other sensing approaches based in more complex fabrication processes. Furthermore, it 

shows large robustness and deformability, that enables its application as wireless 

pressure/strain sensing into curved surfaces. 

Overall, this thesis tackles different challenges in the development of soft smart 

optomechanical materials for diverse sensing and actuation platforms. Taking advantage 

of the unique optical behaviour of plasmonic nanomaterials and the physicochemical 

properties of elastomers, novel plasmomechanical metamaterials are here developed, 

characterized and applied to take a step forward in the development and implementation 

of optomechanical smart materials into different fields, such as self-regulated optical 

devices, soft robotics or strain sensors.
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V. Motivation 

Sensors and actuators are the basic constituting parts of embedded systems. In general 

terms, a sensor is a device responsible of monitoring external stimuli that affect a system by 

converting them into a readable signal. By contrast, an actuator receives an input 

stimulation and converts it into a physical change on the system. Thermometers, cameras 

or accelerometers are typical examples of sensors, while actuators are usually referred to 

devices that exert a mechanical force into the system, such as valves or electric motors. 

 

Figure V-1. Schematic diagram of sensing and actuation in an embedded system. 

Currently, most of the embedded systems are based on electronics. Both the readable signal 

from sensors and the input stimulation of actuators are electric signals, which are managed 

by electronic machinery. These are commonly referred as smart systems (e.g. smartphones, 

computers…). The concept of smartness entails some attributes such as autonomous 

operation, self-sensing, memory and multi-functionality. However, the field of electronics 

is currently facing several important challenges. The exponential growth in computing 

performance predicted by Moore’s law1 is flattening out due to the enhanced heat losses 

and the unpredictable quantum behaviour of electrons in few-nanometres long circuit 

features, forcing scientists and engineers to rethink the way electronic machinery should be 

developed in the future2. Moreover, electronic circuits present some constraints, such as 

limited robustness to mechanical strains and harsh environmental conditions. Finally, but 

not less important, the amount of waste derived from electronics is enormous, reaching 50 

million tons per year worldwide3. From them, only a 20% is formally recycled, having a 

dramatic impact on the environment, the human health and the global economy. 

Alternatively, a large interest has arisen in the last years in the so-called smart materials. In 

this case, the development of intelligent systems is based in the intrinsic physicochemical 

properties of rationally designed materials, instead of the currently used electronic and 

logical operations. 

Smart materials (or stimuli-responsive materials) are usually defined as materials that have 

the ability to reversibly respond to one or more environmental stimuli (such as light, 
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temperature, strain, humidity, pH or electric and magnetic fields) by changing their own 

properties (e. g. shape, size, viscosity, stiffness, colour, among others) and thereby exerting 

a function4. They are in general soft materials, such as polymers or hydrogels, sometimes 

combined with other biological or hard materials or nanomaterials to achieve the desired 

functionality5. This approach seeks to avoid the problematics related to electronic circuitry, 

but conserving its smartness features (multi-functionality, self-monitoring, autonomous 

operation…), as well as increasing devices lifetimes, expanding the operating conditions, 

lowering component weight and reducing the overall complexity of the systems. To give a 

more comprehensive example of this replacement strategy, a conceptual schematic is 

shown in Figure V-2. In addition, the research and development on the physicochemical 

properties of materials generates the possibility to create new artificially-designed materials 

with extraordinary features, overcoming the naturally existing materials. These category of 

materials is known as metamaterials. 

 

Figure V-2. Schematic representation of the transition from conventional systems to 

smart materials. Adapted figure6. 

Smart materials technology covers a broad range of categories, depending on the stimuli, 

the material response and the applications4. In this thesis, the attention has been focused on 

smart materials able to response to light by converting this stimulus into a mechanical 

response, and the opposite, i.e. tuning the material optical properties (such as transparency, 

reflectivity or colour) by mechanical stimulation. This category of smart materials is 

referred as optomechanical materials. Optomechanical materials present several features 

that make them very appealing for developing novel sensing and actuation devices. 

Actuation schemes based on optically-responsive materials (i.e. generation of mechanical 

forces by optical stimulation) have the capability to operate remotely, at long distances, 

with high spatial resolution and in a very controllable manner. Moreover, the optical 

properties of materials can be rationally tuned to give selectivity to a certain wavelength, 

or to trigger different responses as a function of the wavelength. For these purposes, 

plasmonic materials have demonstrated to be specially promising due to their exceptional 
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and easily-tunable optical features, such as narrow optical resonances, enhanced absorption 

of light, or high sensitivity to environmental variations. The rational design of plasmonic 

metamaterials and their combination with soft materials are denominated as soft 

plasmomechanical metamaterials. Also, since light stimulation it is not usually interfered by 

other stimuli, it can be combined to develop multi-stimuli responsive materials with 

multiple functionalities (e.g. opto-magnetic). On the other hand, the most relevant 

advantages of materials that change their optical properties to mechanical stimulation (i.e. 

optomechanical sensing schemes) rely on the untethered nature of the optical 

measurement: it can be performed wirelessly, even at naked eye (e.g. colorimetric 

detection), and sometimes it does not even require external powering. 

VI. Aim & Objectives 

The smart materials technology in general, and optomechanical materials in particular, is a 

very young field in full growth of development, full of challenges to be solved and 

promising future applications. The aim of this thesis is establishing the development of 

novel soft optomechanical metamaterials for smart sensing and actuation of devices, based 

on the combination of plasmonic metamaterials, soft polymers, and photonic 

nanostructures. This approach brings together the last advances in soft actuation, 

plasmonic resonances and photonic phenomena to achieve unconventional optical 

behaviour in metamaterials. Special interest has been also put in the application of these 

developments into practical and real uses. In particular, the development of three different 

materials/devices have been tackled in this thesis: 

1. An ultrabroadband and angle-independent light absorber based on the 

unexplored optical behaviour of iron nanostructures and its application for 

soft optomechanical devices, such as a self-regulating artificial iris or light-

controlled mechanical gripper and electrical switch. 

2. An untethered soft actuator system based on a versatile opto-magnetic 

actuation control of the device, together with the incorporation of a self-

sensing mechanochromic mechanism and its straightforward real-time 

analysis. 

3. A new class of stretchable, plasmonic-assisted, Fabry-Perot cavity with 

enhanced optomechanical response for optical strain sensing applications 

using stretchable matrixes. 
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VII. Dissertation outline 

This thesis is divided into six chapters which are summarized below: 

 The first chapter presents an overview of smart materials and its applications, 

together with a detailed literature review of current research in soft optomechanical 

materials for different sensing and actuation platforms. This includes not only 

plasmonic materials, but other optical strategies that are relevant to the context of 

this thesis. 

 The second chapter provides the necessary theoretical background on optics and 

mechanics to comprehend in detail all the aspects of this thesis. It includes the 

physics of plasmonic materials and photonic gratings, the mechanical theory of 

micromechanical systems and the physicochemical properties of soft polymers. 

 The third chapter presents the exploitation of the unexplored optical behaviour of 

damped plasmonic materials to develop a novel soft metamaterial based on a 

nanostructured iron film mechanically coupled to a thin PDMS. This combination 

of materials exhibits ultrabroadband and angle-independent optical absorption 

which is then used to develop different soft optomechanical devices, such as a self-

regulated artificial iris, a light-controlled mechanical gripper and a light-triggered 

electrical switch. 

 In the fourth chapter, the nanostructured-Fe/PDMS actuator is modified to achieve 

dual opto-magnetic responsiveness together with wireless self-detection of the 

actuation strength. On the one hand, the magneto-mechanical properties of the 

material are explored and combined with optical actuation. In parallel, a periodic 

microstructure is defined at the actuator backside to provide mechanochromic 

behaviour to the structure. The optically/magnetically-induced mechanical 

displacements are 2D-mapped and quantified in real time by analysing the pixel 

coloration obtained by a conventional RGB or smartphone camera. 

 In the fifth chapter, the first stretchable, plasmonic-enhanced Fabry-Perot cavity is 

developed and applied to optical strain sensing. The material, based on a gold semi-

shell array that is self-embedded into a surface-wrinkled PDMS matrix, presents an 

unconventional optical behaviour from the coupling of plasmonic resonances and 

Fabry-Perot interferences together with surface light scattering. These phenomena 

can be controlled through the parameters of an innovative fabrication protocol 

based on the internal stress generated during the polymer crosslinking catalysed by 

the Au surface of the nanoparticles. 

 Finally, the sixth chapter gives a summary of the conclusions obtained from this 

PhD dissertation. The future perspectives of the presented projects are discussed. 

 In the final appendixes, extra documentation regarding this thesis is given: in 

appendix A, a detailed description of the experimental techniques is provided in 
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order to give specific methodologic details of the experimental work that has been 

carried out in this thesis. In Appendix B, the list of physicochemical properties of 

PDMS is detailed. Finally, in Appendix C, the list of publications, patents and 

industrial contracts arising from this thesis is presented. 
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1. Introduction: Smart Sensing and 

Actuation Platforms Based on Soft 

Optomechanical Metamaterials 

This thesis is focused on the study, development and application of soft plasmomechanical 

metamaterials. Therefore, this first chapter presents the necessary background on the topic 

in order to understand its framework. Firstly, the broad field of smart materials is 

introduced, including its different categories and applications. After that, an exhaustive 

literature review of soft optomechanical materials is presented, giving special emphasis to 

the applications in sensing and actuation. The information presented in this chapter will 

allow the reader to put this thesis’ work in context and fully understand its achievements 

within the field of soft optomechanics. 
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1.1. INTRODUCTION TO SMART MATERIALS 

1.1.1. Definition and context of smart materials 

Even though the research and development of smart materials is relatively recent, stimuli-

responsive materials are already present in nature in diverse forms. Among many 

examples, pine cones have the ability to open or close their scales in response to the 

humidity conditions due a differential hygroscopic expansion of their components1, the 

Venus flytrap plant can capture insects by rapidly closing their leaves by changing the 

hydrostatic pressure of the leaf sub-layers after perceiving consecutive touches2, wood 

presents strain memory effects3, and chameleons can alter their skin coloration in response 

to environmental stimuli by changing the periodical micro-/nanostructures in their skin4. 

Regarding the artificial design and development of smart materials, one of the first 

examples in history can be found at Giza’s pyramids, specifically at the lime mortar used 

for construction. It is well documented that lime mortar exhibits self-repairing properties 

due to the dissolution of calcium bearing compounds by water (coming from the rain) and 

its transport to areas with voids and cracks to begin a re-crystallization (therefore, self-

healing) process5. However, it is not very clear if the ancient Egyptians knew about this 

process. Actually, until recently, humanity only considered materials as structural 

components6. It was not until the 19th century, when, together with the first descriptions of 

light and electromagnetism and, ultimately, the birth of modern physics, scientists started 

to explore new properties and functionalities of materials. A very illustrative example is the 

discovery of piezoelectricity by Pierre and Jacques Curie in 18807: the demonstration that 

an electrical potential can be generated by applying mechanical strain in a material lead to 

the development of many devices that are used nowadays, such as accelerometers, 

microphones or radars. This change of perspective about the materials’ use from only 

structural to functional entailed a paradigm shift and the beginning of the modern era of 

materials science. During the last 50 years, the development of new fabrication and 

characterization equipment (e.g. optical lithography, electron microscopy, confocal 

microscopy…), together with the rapid development of nanotechnology, provided very 

useful tools to explore the physics of materials at the molecular and macromolecular level. 

Understanding the behaviour of the building blocks from which the materials are formed 

has been the key to understand, predict and ultimately modify the physicochemical 

properties of materials to our benefit. 

Nowadays, we have the ability to design and create many structural and (multi)-functional 

materials based on the acquired knowledge of the physical phenomena, computational 

tools and the most advanced manufacturing and characterization techniques. In order to go 

further and develop intelligently designed materials, we need to seek the inclusion of both 

structure and function, together with efficient operation and feedback from the material 

itself (Figure 1-1). Ironically, to develop well-designed, efficient smart materials, the 

scientific community need to look back and get inspired by the natural systems. As 

mentioned previously, nature has designed, through thousands of years of evolution, 
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systems that are able to sense and adapt to different environmental conditions, combining 

both structure and multiple functionality, ensuring the efficiency of the performed tasks. 

Therefore, current trends in research of novel smart materials combine deep understanding 

of the physical processes, inspiration from natural systems and advanced technology for 

design and manufacturing, always pointing towards their implementation into functional 

devices. 

 

Figure 1-1. Flow chart of the evolution of materials science. Adapted figure6. 

1.1.2. Categories of smart materials 

Smart materials can be classified in different manners. Here, the numerous categories of 

smart materials are organized as a function of the stimulus to which respond and the type 

of response. In Figure 1-2 a schematic diagram of the main smart material categories is 

shown. It is worth noting that most of the responses can also act as a stimulus, hence 

multiple stimuli-response events can occur consecutively. The stimulus and response are 

usually the main aspects to take into account to decide which type of smart material is the 

most suitable to solve a certain problem. In many occasions, each application has specific 

constraints (for example, self-adjustable windows require a change on the light 

transmission as a final response, while a biomimetic robot needs a controlled mechanical 
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movement). However, every stimulus and response has its intrinsic advantages and 

limitations. In brief, chemical stimuli present an enhanced selectivity (absorption of specific 

solvents, enzyme-substrate recognition…), but chemical processes are generally slow and 

fluid media are required for the reactions to take place. On the contrary, heat transport is 

especially efficient in solid environments, but it is usually constrained to the thermal 

conductivity of the material components, which might be not adequate for high frequency 

processes. In this regard, electrical stimulation is probably the fastest and most controllable 

stimulus of the list. However, it is limited by the use of electrical connections, which can be 

an obstacle for certain applications. The best alternatives to achieve wireless stimulation 

with a fast response is the use of light or magnetic fields. On the one hand, optical stimuli 

can be delivered in a local and controllable manner, even having selectivity based on the 

working wavelength. However, it is restricted to be used in non-opaque environments. On 

the other hand, magnetic stimulation can be operated in almost any environment and at 

relatively long distances with high precision. Nonetheless, it usually requires the use of rare 

metallic elements or very strong magnetic fields that constrain its applicability range. 

Finally, mechanical strain can also act as an input stimulus, being especially suitable to 

operate in mobile devices (e.g. robotics). However, the materials need some degree of 

elasticity and compliancy. 
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Figure 1-2. a) Classification diagram of smart materials by type of stimulus and response. 
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1.1.3. Overview of smart materials applications 

Due to the vast number of possible combinations of stimuli and response, the range of 

applications that can be developed is very broad. To give a comprehensive overview of the 

possible uses of smart materials, a selection of some relevant applications are detailed here.  

Structural materials with additional functionalities attract the attention of many different 

areas, such as the automotive industry and civil engineering. For instance, shape-memory 

materials (alloys or polymers) allow the passive adaptation of the structure to 

environmental stimuli (such as humidity or temperature) and the recovery of their 

fundamental shape thereupon an external stimulation8. Also, smart adhesives are 

appealing due to the controllable adhesion mediated by external stimuli, such as heat or 

light9 and self-healing materials even have the ability to self-repair the damaged parts of 

the structure10. In this line, recent research on materials for clothing is pointing towards the 

development of materials with passive functionalities, such as self-cleaning, self-healing 

and thermoregulation11. Another example is the development of new generation of 

windows: current trends are focusing on the autonomous change of their colour or 

transparency upon an external stimulus, which have a tremendous potential for energy 

saving due to the thermal and light regulation inside buildings and vehicles. To accomplish 

this purpose, thermochromic, electrochromic or photochromic materials are needed12. 

Regarding energy generation, by definition, it requires the use of stimuli-responsive 

materials, including photovoltaics, pyroelectricity or piezoelectricity, among others. For 

example, piezoelectric materials can be implemented in the roads of some big cities in order 

to obtain energy from the pressure that cars apply when go over them to be then re-used to 

give power to other devices, such as traffic lights13. Another interesting example is the 

development of pyroelectrics for the exploitation and recycling of waste heat into useable 

energy14. Stimuli-responsive materials are also of great relevance in the biomedical field. 

Current therapies are pointing towards the use of controlled drug delivery systems, which 

are based on encapsulated drugs that are released in the presence of an external stimulus, 

such as a change in the chemical environment, light or magnetic stimulation15. On the other 

hand, prosthetics needs the use of self-adaptable and controllable materials to mimic the 

functions and performance of natural organs. In this line, electrically, optically and 

magnetically-responsive materials are being of great interest for developing artificial 

muscles16. Following this trend, they are also being applied in robotics, in which the 

conventional hard materials are replaced by stimuli-responsive soft polymers, which is 

known as soft robotics17. These systems are being extensively investigated in order to 

achieve similar task performance with higher durability, external control and lower costs. 

Furthermore, the next step is to include self-detection of the movement and the strain that 

the structure experiences, giving a real-time readout of the actuation. To do so, it is needed 

to develop and include stretchable strain sensors into the devices. In a similar way, they can 

be of interest for structural health monitoring, to detect and prevent damages in large 

structures18 or for movement recording and analysis of gestures and postures, which can 

give important information for physiotherapists or athletes19. 
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1.2. SOFT OPTOMECHANICAL 

METAMATERIALS FOR SMART SENSING 

AND ACTUATION 

As mentioned previously, the unique optical properties of plasmonic and photonic 

structures in combination with the exceptional mechanical features of soft polymers (and 

specifically, elastomers) are being used to develop different kinds of smart materials with 

optomechanical response. This combination of materials is especially interesting from the 

optical and mechanical point of view: elastomers are usually transparent to visible light and 

near-infrared, where most of plasmonic nanostructures present their surface plasmon 

resonances. Therefore, the substrate does not interfere with the optical response of the 

plasmonic materials in the wavelength range of interest. On the other hand, plasmonic 

materials can be incorporated to elastomeric substrates with high compliancy and handle 

high substrate deformations. Hereunder, an extensive literature review of soft 

plasmomechanical metamaterials for sensing and actuation platforms is presented. 

1.2.1. Soft optomechanical metamaterials for sensing 

Devices that can detect mechanical deformations giving a readable output are very 

interesting in many ways. Firstly, strain or displacement sensors are needed for structures 

where is important to determine the mechanical stress that they experience, such as 

buildings, vehicles, packages or even wearable devices. On the other hand, mechanical 

sensors are themselves a transductor to detect other kind of stimuli: an external stimulus 

(e.g. chemical, biochemical, optical…) produces a mechanical deformation of the material, 

which gives a readable signal of the stress that it is experiencing. This category, for example, 

include some biosensors and MEMS that have been widely developed in the last decade. 

There is an increasing interest to develop soft, stretchable materials to detect mechanical 

deformations since they can handle large strains, recover after many cycles and are usually 

inexpensive. However, soft mechanical sensors require of a compliant transductor. Several 

options exist, but electrical and optical are the most appealing. Regarding the optical 

transduction, it presents several advantages that have been previously outlined, such as its 

wireless nature, easy reading and possibility to 2D mapping of strain, even at micrometre 

size resolution. 

In general, there are two different ways for detecting the mechanical deformation (as a 

direct stimulus or as a response to other stimuli) of a smart material by optical means: the 

first is a change on the light spectrum or colour (i.e. mechanochromic detection) and the 

other one is based on change of the transmitted or reflected light intensity. In general, 

mechanochromic detection relies on the interaction of light with materials at the sub-

wavelength or wavelength scale (i.e. nanophotonics). Plasmonic materials and 

metamaterials are typical sub-wavelength regime materials, in which the electromagnetic 

field of the incident light interacts with the electronic structure of materials. On the other 

hand, photonic structures such as gratings and photonic crystals are wavelength-scale 
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structures, where diffraction and interference effects are predominant. In contrast, optical 

detection based on light intensity variations are more commonly based on bigger 

dimension structures, such as surface textures, waveguides and microlenses20. 

1.2.1.1. Strain sensing based on plasmonic materials  

Near-field interaction 

The most widely used strategy for the detection of mechanical strain and deformations 

using plasmonic materials consists on taking advantage of the strong interaction between 

neighbouring plasmonic nanoparticles or nanostructures (i.e. near field interaction), which 

is extremely sensitive to the interparticle distance. For example, U. Cataldi and co-workers 

extensively studied a gold nanoparticle-coated PDMS plasmomechanical sensor21–24. Their 

fabrication method based on chemical growing allows the precise control of the inter-

particle gap with the number of growing cycles, hence they described that the effect is 

relevant only if the inter-particle separation is smaller than half times the nanoparticles’ 

diameter. This effect becomes more significant as the particles go closer, which is correlated 

to the rapidly decaying electric field strength from the centre to outside a plasmonic 

nanoparticle. Taking advantage of this, they also studied how this material can be used to 

mechanically tune the photogenerated heat of the gold nanoparticles upon laser 

excitation25. Also, a theoretical investigation of the plasmonic behaviour for different gold 

nanoparticle arrays experiencing mechanical strain was recently published by the same 

group26. Taking into account that for most elastomeric substrates a tensile strain in the X 

direction leads a compression in Y and Z directions, the incident light polarization has a 

significant importance on the sensitivity for a particular stretching direction. In this line, 

Millyard et al. designed a strain sensor based on self-assembled gold nanoparticles on a 

PDMS film27. They studied the resonance shifting as a function of the strain for polarized 

(parallel and transverse to the stretch) and unpolarised light. Besides, they also studied the 

compression in the perpendicular direction of the PDMS film, which leads to an elongation 

in all directions in the plane of the gold nanoparticle array and therefore, to an enhanced 

sensitivity and polarization independency. Using closed-packed structures of gold 

nanoparticles (NPs), it may occur that cracks on the NP array structure are formed due to 

the strain, which leads to a decrease on the number of particles in the cracking area. Then, 

the deformation can be measured in terms of intensity shrink instead of wavelength shift28. 

Another option is to embed the nanoparticles into the polymer film29,30.  The nanoparticle 

chains inside the polymer start to disassemble when it is stretched, so the coupling peak’s 

wavelength shifts. Taking advantage of this, a pressure sensor has been developed, in 

which the change of colour of the material is analysed using a conventional smartphone 

camera31. Similarly, Burel et al. proposed the encapsulation of gold nanoparticles into silica 

microcapsules that could be incorporated into polymer films to give a mechanochromic 

response32 and Choe et al. designed a colorimetric patch based on AuNP-decorated 

thermoresponsive hydrogel33.  

Gold nanoparticles have been widely used in plasmomechanical materials since its optical 

response is very well-known. However, other geometries and metals have been also used. 
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For example, nanodisks are also widely used in the field of plasmomechanical 

metamaterials for sensing. An extensive theoretical study of the polarization-dependent 

resonance on gold nanodisks heptamer units was first described by Cui et al.34. Similarly, 

the dependence of the optical resonance to the orientation of a pair of gold nanodisks, as 

well as the effect of compression and stretching was first described by Kan et al.35. Then, 

Mahmoud et al. reported the fabrication of silver nanodisks on PDMS, achieving a linear 

response for tensile strain but an exponential trend for compression36. Likewise, a square 

array of gold nanodisks on PDMS nanopillars was reported37. In this approximation they 

also study the inverse optical behaviour between polarized light parallel and perpendicular 

to the stretch axis. Another gold nanodisks square array was also studied by Gao et al.38. In 

their device, buckling of PDMS occurs for high stretches, which also enhances the red-

shifting due to a change in the effective interaction between disks. Following this idea, gold 

nanodisks transferred to a buckled PDMS substrate were also studied by Feng et al.39. 

Additionally, it is worth mentioning that more sophisticated nanostructures, such as bowtie 

antennas40,41 or nanorod arrays41 are being developed and transferred to flexible and elastic 

substrates by using nanofabrication techniques such as electron beam lithography. Thanks 

to the excellent control on the inter-particle distance and nanostructure shape and 

dimensions, these metamaterials can achieve enhanced sensitivities and a very precise 

control on the plasmon resonances. Split-ring resonators are an interesting example of a 

precise control on the plasmonic resonances by rationally tuning the shape and dimensions 

of the optical metamaterial. The optical response for different geometries, dimensions and 

separations between elements were investigated by Pryce et al.42,43. Then, the resonance 

frequency was tuned as a function of the applied strain, which alters the separation between 

the plasmonic elements. 
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Figure 1-3. Strain sensors based on plasmonic near-field interaction. a) Gold 

nanoparticles chemically grown on a PDMS substrate22. b) Optomechanical response of 

gold nanoparticle array on PDMS to unidirectional and bidirectional strain27. c) 

Colorimetric pressure sensor based on gold nanoparticles embedded into 

polyacrylamide31. d) Polarization-dependent response of silver nanodisks on PDMS36. e) 

Optomechanical response of bow-tie antennas of different separations to 25% strain40. f) 

Strain-responsive split-ring resonators on PDMS43. 

Propagating surface plasmons  

Besides the near field interaction that arises from the localized Mie resonances in the 

plasmonic nanoparticles, the use of periodic arrays of plasmonic nanostructures that can 

support propagating modes (SPPs) have been also studied and developed. For example, 

silver- and gold-capped, hexagonal close-packed polystyrene nanospheres array on PDMS 

were reported by Zhu X et al.44,45. Metal-capped nanospheres can support localized 

resonances, however, since they are almost in contact and in a periodic organization, 

delocalized, propagating modes are observed. These are not only strain-sensitive, but also 

angle sensitive. When the material is stretched, two effects are present: the increasing 

distance between the metallic caps and the distortion of the lattice type, which leads to a 

redshift of the plasmon resonance. Periodic arrays of nanowires have been also 
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investigated. For instance, “U-shaped”, aluminium-coated polyurethane nanowires were 

fabricated by Lütolf et al.46. In this material, the electric field can be guided in the direction 

perpendicular to the nanowires. In short, an SPP mode is combined with a localized Fabry-

Perot like mode, which experience a redshift and a steep decrease on the amplitude upon 

increasing strain. This is translated into a macroscopic colorimetric change that can be easily 

analysed.  Following a similar trend, a strain-sensitive, strong coupling through plasmonic-

photonic interactions of gold nanolines on flexible substrates have been also investigated47. 

Other periodic plasmonic structures can also be used as strain-sensitive plasmonic strain 

sensors. For instance, gold-coated nanovoids in PDMS were also studied as plasmonic 

periodic nanostructures that can support localized Mie plasmon modes and propagating 

Bragg plasmon modes48. Also, roll-to-roll fabrication of tunable plasmonic arrays of gold-

coated asymmetric nanopyramids of PDMS was reported by Yoo et al.49. The stretching of 

the material leads to a change in the angle between the pyramid facet and the incident light. 

Due to the high angular sensitivity of SPPs on the pyramidal facets, this material achieves 

an outstanding sensitivity of 15.22 nm for a 1% strain, being to date the most sensitive 

plasmonic strain sensor reported to date. 

 

Figure 1-4. Strain sensors based on surface propagating plasmons. a) Array of gold-

capped polystyrene nanospheres on PDMS45. b) Optomechanical response of U-shaped, 

aluminium-coated polyurethane nanowires46. c) Optomechanical response of gold 

nanolines on PDMS47. d) Array of gold-coated nanopyramids in PDMS and 

corresponding optomechanical response49. 
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1.2.1.2. Mechanochromic sensing using soft photonic structures 

Photonic crystals and diffraction gratings are widely used in many optic devices, such as 

monochromators and spectrometers. The light diffraction and interferences in the periodic 

micro/nanostructure causes a wavelength separation of the transmitted/reflected light in 

different angles, which is at the same time very sensitive to variations in the periodicity and 

refractive index. Therefore, these structures are of great interest for developing optical 

sensors to detect mechanical strain or even other kinds of stimuli. The periodicity of the 

photonic crystal can be in one, two or three dimensions and they are usually fabricated by 

the use of either the self-organization of colloidal particles or photolithography50. 

Most of three-dimensional photonic crystals (also referred as opals) are based on self-

assembly of polystyrene or silica nanospheres51, followed by the infiltration of a polymer 

matrix (such as PDMS) and a posterior etching of the spheres. Works from Weismann et 

al.52 and Fudouzi et al.53,54 firstly described the fabrication protocol and the strong 

colorimetric response of the opal structures to applied mechanical strain. This strategy was 

then followed by many other authors, studying in detail the diffraction phenomena in 

distorted crystal lattices55, optimizing the fabrication protocol to achieve more robust and 

reversible actuation56 and the use of different soft materials, such as hydrogels57 or shape-

memory polymers58. In addition, the mechanochromic response of opal structures has been 

also taken advantage of to develop other varied applications. For example, an elastomeric 

opal was used to develop a colorimetric fingerprinting and to tune the photoluminiscent 

emission of PbS quantum dots just by the application of pressure59. Also, hydrogel opals 

have been of great interest to develop thermoresponsive colorimetric sensors. The high 

thermal expansion of hydrogels causes the isotropic deformation of the crystal lattice, 

thereby producing large colour shifts60. Following a similar strategy, other types of sensors 

have been developed, such as biosensors and indicators61 or detection of magnetic fields62,63, 

among others64. On the other hand, two-dimensional arrays of particles have been also used 

to develop strain-sensing and mechanochromic devices. For example, colour writing in 

photonic “papers” was also proposed by Fudouzi et al.65. They demonstrated the fabrication 

of 2D photonic crystals based on polystyrene nanospheres, which interparticle distance 

(and therefore, its coloration) varies when swelling occurs due to the application of an 

organic solvent. Following this work, Yang et al. used 2D photonic crystals based on silica 

nanospheres on poly(ethylene glycol) methacrylate (PEGMA) to develop a colorimetric 

pressure sensor with high sensitivity and fast response66. Also, a colorimetric pressure 

sensor for optofluidic applications was developed67, using self-assembled polystyrene 

nanospheres as a template to generate a bidimensional photonic crystal on the elastomer 

structure. 

Even though the fabrication based on the self-assembly of colloidal particles is a non-

expensive, versatile fabrication method, it is difficult to achieve very large areas with high 

homogeneity. Alternatively, nanoimprint lithography (NIL) offers an easy, low-cost 

methodology to produce large areas of periodic nanostructured surfaces68,69,70. In general 

terms, it is based on the fabrication of a master mould by optical lithography and physical 

etching, which can be replicated several times using soft, elastic polymers (such as 
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elastomers). In this sense, the use of photonic gratings for mechanochromic sensing have 

been reported for many authors. For example, colorimetric pressure sensors have been 

proposed71,72, which are of great relevance in non-contact measurements such as in the 

intraocular pressure sensing71. Also, they have been tested as self-reporting mechanism of 

the actuation of soft-robotic structures73,74. Furthermore, some efforts have been made to 

develop improved alternatives to conventional NIL. For example, Zhang et al. proposed an 

improved methodology to achieve unidimensional photonic gratings with small patterns 

based on the stretchability of a PDMS substrate mould75. The generation of periodic surface 

corrugations on PDMS by an oxygen plasma treatment of initially stretched PDMS was also 

proposed76 (this methodology will be more detailed in the following subsection). Going a 

little bit further, Xu et al. demonstrated the fabrication of microprism arrays and diffraction 

gratings of different geometries using shape memory polymers and its posterior 

optomechanical analysis to build shape-memorizing micro-optics77.  

Finally, it is worth mentioning other fabrication approaches that seek to develop 

biomimetic structures, which are inspired by the micro and nanostructures found in some 

living organisms. For example, Morpho butterfly wings are composed of a complex 

tridimensional microstructure that presents iridescence. Therefore, many authors explored 

the replication of these structures to build highly sensitive photonic gratings78–80 and even 

combine them with plasmonic nanoparticles to achieve NIR-responsiveness81. On the other 

hand, the multilayer structure in tropical fish scales was replicated by using multilayers of 

hydrolysed polyacrylamide (PAAm) hydrogel and highly reflective polymerized 

poly(dodecyl glyceryl itaconate) (DGI) platelets to achieve ultrafast-response time, full-

colour tunable range and high spatial resolution82,83. Also, a rolling technique of a PDMS 

and a triblock copolymer (PSPI) was developed to fabricate a concentric photonic crystal 

that replicates the hierarchical photonic structure found in the seed coat of Margaritaria 

nobilis fruits, which is used as a band-gap tunable, mechanochromic optical fiber84. 
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Figure 1-5. a) PDMS 3D opal photonic grating schematics and SEM image54. b) Working 

principle of shape-memory polymer opal58. c) Thermally-adjustable photochromic 

hydrogel spectrometry and representative images60. d) Schematic representation of a 

pressure sensor based on a flexible photonic crystal membrane71. e) SEM image of 

different micropatterned shape-memory polymers for programmable micro-optics77. f) 

Mechanochromic elastic fibre based on a bio-inspired multilayer of PDMS/PSPI84. 
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1.2.1.3. Strain sensing based on light intensity variations in 

wrinkled surfaces 

When light interacts with surfaces with textures of bigger dimensions than the light 

wavelength or randomly oriented corrugations, scattering phenomena occurs, leading to a 

shrinking on the transmitted and reflected light in the normal direction. To fabricate surface 

textures on elastic polymers, a very easy, cost-effective method to produce controlled 

surface corrugations on PDMS was proposed by Bowden et al.85. Relying on the linear 

buckling theory86, that states that two materials of different Young modulus that experience 

certain mechanical strain produce surface buckles spontaneously to minimize the surface 

energy arising from the differential deformation, they evaporated gold layer to a heated 

(and therefore expanded) PDMS substrate. When the substrate is cooled down, the 

compression of the gold layer produces the sufficient mechanical strain to generate the 

surface wrinkles. Furthermore, they studied how these surface wrinkles can be controlled 

using micropatterned areas, such as microposts or ridges. Following this work, other 

approximations have been proposed such as the spin-coating of stiffer polymers to 

stretched PDMS87, oxygen plasma or UVO treatment to generate a stiffer surface layer88–90 

or mediated by an ion bombarment91. 

Taking advantage of the transparency to visible light and the high elasticity of PDMS, many 

authors used this wrinkle generation strategy to build devices with mechanically-

modulated transparency, having great potential to be used in smart windows or rewritable 

optical displays, among other applications. For example, Kim et al. fabricated unidirectional 

and bidirectional wrinkling patterns and demonstrated the dynamic tuning of optical 

diffraction, as well as their use as switchable screens and windows88. The same principle 

was used by Shrestha et al., where they fabricated a wrinkled pattern of a ZnO thin film on 

PDMS to build a mechanically tunable window92. Also, a dynamic micromirror with 

mechanically tunable reflection was developed by using an aluminium thin film coating as 

stiff layer on a shape memory polymer93,94. Li et al. demonstrated a very wide range of 

transparency tuning by combining the surface wrinkles and the microcracks that occur on 

the surface due to high strains95. In this line, surface wrinkled poly(vinyl alcohol) 

(PVA)/PDMS bilayer was also demonstrated as a mechanically switchable transparency 

material96. Taking advantage of the hydrophilicity of PVA, the mechanical stress was 

generated due to an increase of ambient humidity. Similarly, they demonstrated a similar 

phenomenon due to the thermal expansion of the material. Furthermore, Zeng et al. 

described the fabrication of three wrinkled PVA/PDMS bilayers with different response and 

dynamics to ambient moisture, which can be applied as water indicators or anticounterfeit 

tabs97. 

In addition, more complex nanostructures have been fabricated in combination with 

microscale surface wrinkles. For example, Lee et al. described the fabrication of a surface 

wrinkled PDMS with an array of nanoposts90. They used a template of nanoporous anodic 

aluminium oxide to fabricated the nanoposts by replica moulding, followed by PDMS 

stretching and ultraviolet-ozone (UVO) surface treatment. They demonstrated a highly 
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sensitive transparency to mechanical strain, as well as reversible hydrophilicity (and 

therefore, self-cleaning capabilities) due to the nanopost patterning. On the other hand, 

hierarchical surface wrinkles have been also proposed to achieve smaller wrinkle 

patterning and therefore structural coloration, in addition to tunable transparency76,98. 

Lastly and different from the mechanically tunable transparency applications, surface 

wrinkled elastomeric materials have been used not only as materials with mechanically 

tunable optical properties, but also as a template to build metal nanowires with tunable 

plasmonic resonances at the NIR99. Its combination with carbon nanotubes generate NIR-

responsive dynamic wrinkling patterns for various optically-controlled devices100. To go 

further into the description of optically-responsive materials, light-responsive actuators are 

covered in detail in the following subsection. 

 

Figure 1-6. a) Mechanically-tunable switched transparency of wrinkled PDMS and proof 

of concept as dynamic window and switchable display88. b) Image of surface wrinkled 

PVA/PDMS film to develop switchable displays96. c) SEM image and macroscopic view 

of a tunable window based on zinc-oxide thin film on PDMS92. d) Switchable 

transparency in PDMS based on the formation of surface wrinkles and microcracks95. 
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1.2.2. Soft optomechanical actuators 

Recently, the interest on the development of materials for soft stimuli-responsive actuators 

has been growing considerably. These materials are especially appealing due to their 

advantages in respect to conventional hard actuators, such as the great adaptability to 

changing environments, strong resiliency to high loads, easy miniaturization and low-cost. 

Also, they can be modelled to incorporate extra functionalities, such as biocompatibility or 

self-sensing. Therefore, they can be used in a diverse range of applications, including 

wireless soft robotics101–103, artificial muscles104,105, self-regulated optical components106, 

externally controlled switches100 and energy harvesting107,108. Light-responsive actuators 

have the advantage to be remotely controlled, with high precision and rapid modulation. 

Also, they can have wavelength specificity, giving an extra feature of multifunctionality. In 

general, the driving motor of photoresponsive soft actuators are based on the light-induced 

heating (photothermia) or on the light-mediated rearrangement of dynamic chemical bonds 

(e.g. cis-trans isomerization)109,110. 

1.2.2.1. Soft photothermal actuators 

Soft actuators driven by photogenerated heat are generally composed by a soft matrix (that 

are usually polymer or gel) and the photothermal agent, which can be based on inorganic 

materials (e.g. plasmonic nanoparticles), carbon-based materials or organic dyes111, having 

each one a different heat generation physical mechanism. On the other hand, the actuation 

mechanism (the conversion of the photogenerated heat into mechanical work) is usually 

based on a differential thermal expansion between the photothermal agent and the 

substrate or based on a thermally-driven phase transition of the soft substrate, even though 

other approximations have been also explored.  

Soft actuators based on differential thermal expansion 

Photothermal actuators driven by a differential thermal expansion are generally composed 

by two distinguishable layers (i.e. bimorph actuators), which have a large mismatch on the 

thermal expansion coefficient (CTE) between layers. The differential volume expansion 

when the bilayered material is heated produces a stress that provokes the actuation. 

Thereby, the magnitude of the actuation is directly proportional to the difference in CTE 

and the temperature increase. 

In general, polymers and elastomers present very high CTE, while metals and carbon-based 

materials have very low or even negative CTE112. Therefore, many authors choose this 

combination of materials. Regarding plasmonic materials, Shi et al. developed an actuator 

based on a bilayer of gold nanoparticles mixed on poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) (PNIPAM) 

and poly(acrylamide) (PAAm)113. In this system, gold nanoparticles are heated upon 

irradiation at the plasmon resonance wavelength, which produces the differential thermal 

expansion between both layers. Moreover, the effect is enhanced due to the desorption of 

water molecules from the polymer surface.  
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Plasmonic resonances are specially interesting to achieve wavelength selectivity. In this 

line, an actuator based on gold nanorods on PMMA was demonstrated105. The rational 

tuning of the nanorod dimensions makes possible to build an actuator with regions that are 

sensitive to different wavelength in the visible and NIR. 

Carbon-based materials are also widely used to build bimorph actuators. For instance, 

many authors used graphene oxide deposited on polymers, such as PDMS or PMMA to 

develop actuators for different kind of applications. For example, they have been 

demonstrated as a light-controlled electrical switch, smart curtain that self-folds due to the 

sunlight irradiation or even as crawler and swimming robots114–116. Gao et al. took advantage 

of the water desorption effect to produce the opposite movement (to the light induced 

actuation) due to an increase of ambient humidity117 and thereby construct a bi-functional 

mechanical gripper. Furthermore, graphene oxide sheets have been combined with other 

photothermal agents to give extra capabilities: Yang et al. incorporated gold nanoparticles 

in poly(dopamine) to achieve an enhanced responsivity of the actuator118. Graphene oxide 

has also been combined with carbon nanotubes in PDMS to achieve dual movement and 

twisting due to thermally-induced actuation and water desorption119. Single-wall carbon 

nanotubes have been used to build different photothermal actuators120,121. Actually, they 

present an optical absorption very dependent on the nanotube chirality, which has been 

exploited of to develop a multi-wavelength responsive actuator122. Finally, other 

photothermal agents have been applied for this type of photothermal actuators. For 

example, a trilayered actuator build of carbon black ink on polyethylene terephthalate 

(PET) and an acrylic layer was developed107. In this approximation, they demonstrated the 

combined actuation of thermal expansion and water desorption to build a mechanical 

gripper, crawling robot and a solar-driven mill, being appealing for innovative energy 

harvesting. Examples of other materials include the development of an artificial, NIR-

responsive Venus flytrap based on a poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) (PEDOT) on PDMS 

bilayer123 and a leaf-inspired, (Ti3C2Tx)– cellulose composite on a polycarbonate (PC) 

membrane. In the latter example, different photothermally driven smart devices were built, 

such as a worm-like robot, a light-controlled electrical switch, or applications in displays 

and camouflage124. 
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Figure 1-7. Soft actuators based on photothermally driven differential thermal expansion. 

a) Multi-wavelength responsive actuator based on gold nanorods105. b) PC/SWNT 

circular actuator122. c) Venus flower-like PEDOT-PDMS actuator under NIR irradiation123. 

Soft actuators based on thermally-driven phase transitions 

The other common strategy to build soft photothermal actuators is to generate a phase 

change in the substrate material to generate the actuating mechanical force. Specifically, 

thermotropic liquid crystals (LC) are an ideal class of materials due to its softness and 

temperature-dependent macromolecular order. These can be classified into liquid crystal 

polymers (LCP), networks (LCN) or elastomers (LCE) depending on the macromolecular 

structure and their physicochemical properties125. 

Analogous to the actuators driven by thermal expansion, phase transitions actuators are 

also based on varied photothermal agents. For example, Shi et al. developed a colour-

changing actuator based on a silver nanoparticle array on a LCE substrate126. In their 

approach, silver nanoparticles generate the necessary heat to drive a phase change on the 

LCE and produce a deflection on the structure. This deflection, in turn, modifies the 

nanoparticle arrangement, which produces a shift on the reflected colour. On the other 

hand, the easy-tailored wavelength specificity of plasmonic particles to build 

multifunctional photothermal actuators was demonstrated by Chen et al. They studied the 

plasmon resonance shift of encapsulated copper nanorods, which include in a poly(vinyl 

alcohol) (PVA) matrix to build wavelength-dependent actuators127. A different example of 

phase change-driven actuation was presented by Meder et al., in which they used gold 

nanoparticles in a liquid dispersion encapsulated in an elastomeric matrix. Thereby, the 

plasmonic-assisted heating evaporates the encapsulated liquid, causing an increase of 

pressure that drives a mechanical response128. Regarding carbon-based materials, chiral 
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SWNTs were used to develop a wavelength-selective light actuator on a VO2 substrate129. 

Also, they demonstrate how the phase change in VO2 is much faster than in conventional 

polymers (in the order of milliseconds). Another interesting approximation for light-driven 

actuation with LCN was presented by Zeng et al. Similarly to the smart curtain applications 

previously detailed, they developed a self-regulating artificial iris that was capable to 

modulate the light transmission depending on the incident light106. They based the device 

on a circular arrangement of 12 actuators build of a red dye mixed in a LCN matrix, which 

was cured using a circularly polarized light to achieve the actuation in a radial alignment. 

Finally, iron-based materials are also worth mentioning. The use of iron or iron-oxide 

powder in combination with a LCN was used to develop a dual stimuli actuator130,131. In 

their approximation, the authors can actuate the structure with the incident light, and at the 

same time produce movement by a magnetic field. This material was tested to develop a 

mechanical gripper that could be transported and rotated by a magnet and actuated using 

blue light. 

Soft actuators based on other mechanisms 

Mechanical structures based on bilayers can be used to produce the mechanical work due 

to thermal dehydration. Analogously to the thermal expansion driven actuators, the 

mechanism is driven by a differential expansion/contraction between the two layers due 

the absorption/desorption of the ambient humidity. As previously mentioned, it is possible 

to combine both effects (thermal expansion and thermal hydration) to produce an enhanced 

effect or a dual response113,117,118. Nonetheless, soft actuators only driven by thermal 

dehydration have been also developed. For example, a graphene oxide-polydopamine 

(PDA) actuator was developed to build origami self-folding devices132. Using this approach, 

programmable structures such a soft-robotic hand or a walker robot were demonstrated. In 

this line, Arazoe et al. built an autonomous actuator with high sensitivity and extremely fast 

response to variations in environmental humidity133. Their structures were based on π-

stacked carbon nitride polymer (CNP) on a glass substrate of guanidinium carbonate 

(Gdm2CO3). 

On the other hand, Mourran et al. studied soft, light-triggered microswimmers based on 

gold nanoparticles on PNIPAM matrix134. They studied different geometries to maximize 

the propelling motion of the soft-robot due to the swelling/shrinking of the structure 

produced by the rapid photogenerated heating of gold nanoparticles upon NIR irradiation. 

Lastly, a peculiar example of photothermal mediated actuation was demonstrated by Li et 

al.135. In this work, they build a magnetically-responsive actuator based on CrO2 on PDMS 

and silk fibroin. Since the magnetization of CrO2 is temperature dependent, the strength of 

the magnetic actuation could be controlled by the photogenerated heat. 
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Figure 1-8. a) Soft actuator structure based on a silver nanoparticle array on a LCE. 

Photogenerated heat produce a phase change on the polymer and a change on 

interparticle distance126. b) Iron powder-PDMS + LCN actuator providing magnetic- and 

light-driven actuation131. c) GO-PDA actuator based on a differential water desorption132. 

1.2.2.2. Soft photochemical actuators 

In general terms, photochemical actuators rely the conversion of light into mechanical work 

by the rearrangement of dynamic chemical bonds in the chemical structure of the actuator 

material. The endpoint macroscopic deformation is dependent on the collective structural 

reorganization at the molecular scale. The most common strategy is to include molecular 

photo-switches (such as azobenzenes, spiropyrans or fulgides) into the polymer-based 

actuator (usually build of LCNs or LCEs). These molecules have the ability to produce a 

cis-trans isomerization as a response to a certain light wavelength (usually ultraviolet and 

visible light). For example, Iamsaard et al. demonstrated the incorporation of azobenzene 

molecular switches into LCNs to build optomechanical devices. The resulting material can 

fold under the incident UV light due to the cis-trans isomerization of azobenzene molecules. 

Furthermore, depending on the molecule alignment in respect to the geometry of the 

actuator, different deformations can be achieved, from left-handed to right-handed helix 

twisting136. Many other authors followed the same principle to develop different devices, 

such as crawling and swimming soft microrobots137,138, an artificial flytrap103 or biomimetic 

artificial cilia for lab-on-a-chip applications139. 
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On the other hand, another strategy that has been studied is based on new classes of cross-

linked polymers that include exchangeable, reversible bonds into the structure to induce 

re-arrangements of the crosslinking network as a response to the incident light. For 

example, Ube et al. combined poly(hydrogenmethylsiloxane) and vinyl compounds to 

produce LCE containing dynamic covalent bonds based on ester and hydroxy groups140. 

These showed reversible bending upon UV and visible light, as well as rearrangement of 

the initial chemical structure by heat application. In parallel, liquid crystalline elastomers 

with allyl sulfide functional group were synthesized by other groups to fabricated 

optomechanical structures with different programmable actuation modes141,142. In this case, 

the light-to-mechanical conversion was driven by the exchange reaction between allyl 

sulfide groups. Other examples of reversible, dynamic chemical bonds for photochemical 

actuation include the use of hydrogen bonds143. 

 

Figure 1-9. a) Light-mediated cis-trans isomerization of azobenzene inside a LCE 

matrix137. b) Different variety of chiral shapes depending on the cut orientation in respect 

to the reorientation angle of azobenzene (displayed in green)136. 
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2. Theoretical Foundations for Soft 

Plasmomechanical Metamaterials 

The core of this thesis comprises the study and understanding of the optical and mechanical 

properties of soft plasmomechanical metamaterials in order to efficiently design and apply 

them for each particular application. In this chapter, the indispensable theoretical basis to 

comprehend all the aspects of the experimental work is given. In particular, this chapter 

focuses on the optical properties of plasmonic nanoparticles, photonic effects in 

micrometre-sized structures, mechanical properties of elastomers and the optomechanical 

and magnetomechanical responses in bendable and stretchable structures. 
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2.1. OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF PLASMONIC 

MATERIALS 

When light interacts with a metal nanoparticle or nanostructure, the sinusoidal electric field 

of light exert forces on the conduction band electrons on the metal surface. These forces 

generate a collective wave motion of the surface electrons that provoke an enhancement of 

the electric field around the metal surface (in other words, it generates a surface plasmon)1. 

Thereby, the branch of optics that studies these phenomena is called plasmonics. Two 

different kinds of surface plasmons can be distinguished: surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) 

are referred to the plasmons that are propagated through a metallic surface (Figure 2-1a), 

and localized surface plasmon resonances (LSPR) describe the plasmons that are confined 

around a single metallic nanoparticle (Figure 2-1b). As well as any other type of oscillation, 

surface plasmons have their inherent resonance frequencies. At the resonance frequency 

(i.e. light wavelength), the electromagnetic field enhancement around the metal surface is 

maximized, provoking an enhanced absorption or scattering of the incident light. 

Interestingly, plasmon resonances are extremely sensitive to the material, shape and size of 

the metal nanostructure, as well as its surrounding environment. 

 

Figure 2-1. Schematic representation of (a) surface plasmon polaritons (SPP) and (b) 

localized plasmon resonances (LSPR). 

Due to the large and sensitive electromagnetic enhancement in plasmonic materials, their 

applications are numerous and relevant in many fields. For example, the light confinement 

at sub-wavelength dimensions is of great interest to overcome the resolution of optical 

lithography, that is limited to the diffraction limit2. On the other hand, the electromagnetic 

enhancement around single plasmonic nanoparticles can lead to a very intense and 

localized light absorption. This energy is thereby converted into heat, which can be 

implemented in diverse ways, such as localized heating of tumour cells (i.e. hyperthermia)3, 

catalysis of chemical reactions4, or energy harvesting5. Besides, the high sensitivity to the 

material morphology can be exploited to develop high-resolution, reflective displays by the 

reversible tuning of the shape and size of the plasmonic nanostructures6. Also, the extreme 

sensitivity to the surrounding environment makes plasmonic materials ideal for chemical 

and biochemical sensing7. Furthermore, the surface plasmons amplify the inelastic light-
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matter interaction used for Raman spectroscopy (SERS), allowing even single molecule 

detection8. 

From all the diverse approximations to use plasmonic materials, an important part of this 

thesis relies on the LSPR and on the enhanced light absorption in plasmonic nanostructures. 

Therefore, a detailed description of the physics behind the localized resonances is given 

subsequently, giving a special focus on the light absorption and the heat generation. 

2.1.1. Localized Surface Plasmon Resonances 

Mie theory describes the optical response of a spherical particle, involving the analytical 

solution of Maxwell’s equations, to model the interaction between spherical metallic 

nanoparticles and electromagnetic radiation9. The electric polarizability of the material (i.e. 

the ability to form an electric dipole as a response to an external electric field) must be first 

calculated to determine the electric field enhancement around the nanoparticle surface. If 

the particle is much smaller than the wavelength of light, the quasistatic approximation can 

be applied. In this case, the phase of the electromagnetic field is constant over all the particle 

volume, so the spatial field distribution can be calculated assuming the simplified problem 

of a particle in an electrostatic field10. By solving the Laplace’s equation taking this 

assumption into consideration, the electric polarizability can be obtained as: 

𝛼(𝜔) = 4𝜋𝑎3
휀 − 휀𝑚

휀 + 2휀𝑚
 (2-1) 

where α(ω) is the complex polarizability of the nanoparticle, a is the nanoparticle radius, 

and ε and εm are the dielectric permittivity of the metal and the surrounding medium, 

respectively. Both are function of the excitation wavelength. Knowing the expression for 

the electric polarizability, and considering the geometrical cross-section of a spherical 

particle, the scattering (𝐶𝑠𝑐𝑎) and absorption (𝐶𝑎𝑏𝑠) cross-sections can be calculated as11: 

𝐶𝑠𝑐𝑎 = 𝜎𝑔𝑒𝑜𝑚𝜎𝑠𝑐𝑎 =
8𝜋

3
𝑘4𝑎6 |

휀 − 휀𝑚

휀 + 2휀𝑚
|
2

 (2-2) 

𝐶𝑎𝑏𝑠 = 𝜎𝑔𝑒𝑜𝑚𝜎𝑎𝑏𝑠 = 4𝜋𝑘𝑎3 𝐼𝑚 |
휀 − 휀𝑚

휀 + 2휀𝑚
| (2-3) 

Here, the real part of the metal dielectric function rules over the frequency position, while 

the imaginary part determines the broadening and absorption processes from the damping 

and dephasing of electron oscillations12. 

From these definitions, several important conclusions can be deduced. Since the 

permittivity (ε(ω)) is frequency dependent, the absorption and scattering are maximized at 

a certain wavelength. From Equation 2-2 and 2-3, it is clear that scattering is maximized 

when Re[ε(ω)] = -2εm (i.e. the Fröhlich condition13). This frequency can be extracted by 

applying the Drude model of electrical conduction14: 

휀(𝜔) = 1 − 
𝜔𝑝

2

𝜔2 + 𝑖𝛾𝑒𝜔
+ ∑

𝑓𝑗

𝜔𝑗
2 − 𝜔2 − 𝑖𝛾𝑗𝜔𝑗

 (2-4) 
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Here, ωp and γe are the resonant frequency and damping constant of the bulk electron 

plasma of the metal, and f is the phenomenological oscillator strength representing the 

bound electrons. The sum on j is over different oscillators. From the Drude model, assuming 

that the frequency of electron collisions (γ) is small, the frequency of the dipole surface 

plasmon can be expressed as 𝜔𝑠𝑝 ≈ 𝜔𝑝/√3 15. Therefore, the scattering cross-section can be 

expressed as: 

𝐶𝑠𝑐𝑎 =
8𝜋

3

𝜔𝑠𝑝
4

(𝜔2 − 𝜔𝑠𝑝
2)

2
+ 𝜔2𝛾2

𝑘4𝑎6 (2-5) 

From this expression, it is demonstrated that the resonance presents a Lorentzian line 

shape, having its maximum at the natural frequency of the dipole surface plasmon. 

As mentioned previously, there are many factors that can influence the frequency and the 

width of the plasmon resonance. A comprehensive revision of these dependencies is given 

subsequently. 

Material dependency 

The bulk electron plasma frequency 𝜔𝑝  (and therefore, the natural frequency of the dipole 

surface plasmon) is determined by the density of free electrons in the metal (N) and their 

effective mass (me), which is exclusively dependent on the material. It can be calculated as: 

 𝜔𝑝 = √
𝑁𝑒2

휀0𝑚𝑒
 (2-6) 

where e is the electron charge and ε0 the electric permittivity of vacuum. However, in the 

case of metals, the bound electrons also contribute to the dielectric function, which is 

represented at the second term of the Drude model (Equation 2-4). This can be of great 

importance, for example, to understand the differences between the plasmonic resonance 

of gold and silver nanoparticles: even though both metals have similar bulk plasma 

electronic densities (N = 5.9 x 1022 and 5.9 x 1023 cm-3 for gold and silver, respectively), gold 

presents a red-shifted and damped plasmon resonance band in comparison to silver due to 

their different inter-band transitions onset12,16. 

Environment influence 

Surface plasmon resonances are very sensitive to variations on the environment. The 

presence of a surrounding medium produces the screening of the Coulomb forces of the 

oscillating electrons, which shifts the plasmon resonance energy17. Therefore, plasmonic 

materials are ideal to be used for optical sensors and biosensors. A modification of the 

permittivity of the medium surrounding the nanoparticle (for instance, due to the 

adsorption of a biomolecule on the nanoparticle surface or a modification of the medium 

composition) will inevitably produce an alteration of the resonance frequency, in which the 

Fröhlich condition is fulfilled. On the other hand, the presence of another plasmonic particle 

in close vicinity can also affect the surface plasmon. In general terms, the strong electric 

field around a plasmonic nanoparticle enhances the electronic transitions of optical 
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absorbers and emitters in the near surroundings. For example, SERS is based in this 

phenomenon18.  

In the case of two metal nanoparticles that are in close proximity, the electric field of each 

nanoparticle can couple19. This near-field coupling modulates the frequency of the plasmon 

resonance, leading to a red-shift of the resonance wavelength. The red-shifting 

demonstrates that the coupling is energetically favourable, needing less energy to achieve 

the resonance, in comparison to the resonance of a single nanoparticle. However, is 

important to consider that the near-field coupling rapidly vanishes with the increasing 

distance due to the strong confinement of the electric field around the nanoparticle surface, 

which decays with distance at 1/r3, being r the distance from the particle20. 

Shape dependency 

Until this point, only the spherical geometry has been considered. In order to take into 

account other possible geometries and symmetries, a more general description of the 

electric polarizability should be considered, adding a correction factor κ, that incorporates 

the dependence of the electron oscillations on the geometry, such as: 

𝛼 = (1 + 𝜅)𝑉
휀 − 휀𝑚

휀 + 𝜅휀𝑚
 (2-7) 

note that the volume of the particle (V) has been included. In physical terms, κ determines 

the ease of the electrons to be polarized. In the case of a sphere, substituting κ (κ = 2) and 

the volume of a sphere, Equation 2-1 can be obtained. In the case of non-spherical 

geometries, several dipole or multipole resonances can occur due to the multiple axis of 

symmetry of the particles. For example, in the case of a nanorod (a = b ≠ c), two different 

resonances are present, corresponding to its major and minor axis, with a different κ for 

each axis. Therefore, a colloidal suspension of plasmonic nanorods present two different 

resonances, due to the random orientation of each particle in respect to the incident light. 

Size dependency 

From Equation 2-2 and 2-3, it is noticeable that an increase on the particle size implies a 

greater contribution of the scattering in comparison to absorption processes, as expected 

from the a6 and a3 dependencies. On the other hand, it is worth noting that the quasistatic 

approximation does not consider any dependence of the LSPR wavelength position on the 

particle size (a). However, an increase in size weakens the restoring force (i.e. the 

electrostatic interaction between the charges on the opposite sizes of the particle), thereby 

producing a red-shift. Furthermore, if the particle is sufficiently large, the quasistatic 

approximation is no longer valid and the accurate description of the plasmon resonance 

requires the full Mie solution. In this case, the dephasing between the electron oscillations 

and the incident electromagnetic field produce retardation effects that contribute to the 

LSPR by red-shifting and broadening the plasmon resonance. Eventually, if the particle size 

is comparable to the light wavelength or larger, not only the dipolar, but higher order 

multipole modes become relevant21. 
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2.1.2. Photothermal effect 

Heat generation 

Since metallic nanoparticles are very inefficient light emitters, almost all the energy 

absorbed from the incident light is transformed into heat. The light absorption results from 

the photon energy dissipation due to inelastic processes, which warm up the whole metal 

lattice structure. Therefore, the efficiency to convert the incident light into heat (i.e. the 

photothermal efficiency, µ) can be expressed as the ratio between the absorption cross-

section and the extinction cross-section, which is the sum of the absorption and scattering: 

𝜇 =  
𝐶𝑎𝑏𝑠

𝐶𝑎𝑏𝑠 + 𝐶𝑠𝑐𝑎
 (2-8) 

Since light scattering becomes predominant when the nanoparticle size increase, small 

particles present, in general, highest photothermal efficiency than their bigger counterparts. 

The amount of heat (Q) generated by the light absorption can be obtained directly from the 

absorption cross section and the incident light irradiance (I) (i.e. light power per unit 

surface) as: 

𝑄 = 𝐶𝑎𝑏𝑠𝐼 (2-9) 

This expression is easily calculated for particle geometries with a known expression of the 

absorption cross-section. However, for more complex morphologies, the heat generation 

can be derived from the heat power density (q(r)) inside the nanoparticle, which considers 

the electronic current density and the electric field (E(r)) inside the metal. It can be 

expressed as22: 

𝑞(𝒓) =
𝜔

2
𝐼𝑚 (휀(𝜔))휀0 |𝑬(𝒓)|2 (2-10) 

Then, the generated heat Q is obtained by integrating the heat power density over the 

nanoparticle volume: 

𝑄 = ∫𝑞(𝒓)𝑑3𝑟
 

𝑉

 (2-11) 

However, for complex geometries, the electric field inside the nanoparticle needs to be 

calculated using computational techniques in order to obtain q(r). 

Temperature profile 

The temperature increase of the nanoparticle and the surrounding medium can be 

determined from the resolution of the heat diffusion equation at the steady state regime23: 

 ∇ · [𝜅(𝒓)∇𝑇(𝒓)] =  −𝑞(𝒓) inside the nanoparticle (2-12) 

 ∇ · [𝜅(𝒓)∇𝑇(𝒓)] =  0 outside the nanoparticle (2-13) 

In the case of a spherical metal nanoparticle, it can be reduced to: 

 ∆𝑇 (𝑟) = ∆𝑇𝑁𝑃

𝑅

𝑟
 r > R (2-14) 
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 ∆𝑇 (𝑟) ≈ ∆𝑇𝑁𝑃 r < R (2-15) 

note that inside the nanoparticle, the temperature is constant due to the high thermal 

conductivity of metals in comparison to any dielectric medium. Outside the nanoparticle, 

the temperature decreases with distance as 1/r. The temperature difference ΔT is directly 

related to the heat generated by the light absorption, which can be expressed as: 

∆𝑇𝑁𝑃 =
𝑄

4𝜋𝜅𝑚𝑅
 (2-16) 

For non-spherical particles, computational calculations are needed to estimate the 

temperature differences since there is no analytical expression to express the temperature 

difference as a function of the generated heat Q. However, some approaches have been 

proposed, such as a dimensionless geometrical correction factor23 or a corrected value of 

the particle radius24. 

Finally, it is important to mention that the steady state is usually reached very fast in this 

type of processes (in the order of nanoseconds). The transient state duration is dependent 

on the characteristic size of the particle (e.g. a nanoparticle radius), which can be calculated 

as: 

𝜏 ~ 𝐿2
𝜌𝐶𝑝

3𝜅𝑚
 (2-17) 

where 𝜌 is the mass density of the nanoparticle and Cp the specific heat of the metal. 

In conclusion, the confinement of the light electric field around metal nanoparticles leads 

to enhanced absorptive and scattering processes, which are maximized when the light 

meets the resonance condition for the particle. The dependency on several factors (such as 

shape, size, composition and environment) has been detailed, meeting effects such as 

wavelength shifting and broadening of the resonances. A special focus has been given to 

the absorption processes and heat generation, remarking the linear dependency with the 

light irradiance and the fast reaching of the steady state. 

2.2. STRUCTURAL COLORATION 

While the previous section has treated the light-matter interaction at the subwavelength 

scale, and thereby inside the quasistatic limit, in this section the wave properties of light 

and its interaction with the material at the wavelength scale is considered. In particular, the 

structural coloration in photonic gratings is discussed.  

Differently from typical coloured materials, which colouration arises from the presence of 

dyes, the structural coloration is generated from the light diffraction when interacts with 

micro-/nanostructured materials (e.g. photonic crystals or diffraction gratings). In nature, 

this phenomenon can be also found in several organisms, such as flowers, insects and 

mollusks25. 
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2.2.1. Diffraction gratings 

When a monochromatic light is incident on a periodic grating surface formed by grooves, 

it is diffracted into discrete directions. The diffracted light waves coming from each groove 

combines to form a diffracted wavefront (Figure 2-2a). The geometrical path difference 

between the light diffracted in adjacent grooves can be calculated as 𝑑 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝛼 + 𝑑 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝛽, being 

d the distance between grooves and α and β the angle of the incident and diffracted light, 

respectively. Therefore, by the principle of interference, the diffracted waves will 

experience a constructive interference only if this path difference equals to the light 

wavelength or a multiple of it. From this geometrical relationship, Bragg’s law can be 

extracted: 

𝑚𝜆 = 𝑑(𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝛼 + 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝛽) (2-18) 

Then, this formula can be reformulated in order to know the diffraction angle for a 

determined groove spacing and wavelength: 

𝛽(𝜆) = arcsin (
𝑚𝜆

𝑑
− 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼) (2-19) 

Note that for m = 0 (and therefore β = -α), the wavelengths are not separated and the grating 

acts as a mirror, giving a specular reflection.  

In the case of incident polychromatic light, the diffraction grating separates the different 

wavelengths of light into different diffraction angles, according to Equation 2-19. Therefore, 

for white light, the diffracted light is composed by the colour gradient range from violet to 

red that gives coloration to the grating material. Then, for a determined groove spacing and 

specific incident and diffracted angles, there exist more than a wavelength that satisfies 

Equation 2-18, which is indicated by the integer m. Considering that the constructive 

interferences occur when the path difference is equal to the light wavelength, the space 

needed to achieve another constructive interference is equal to wavelength multiples. These 

are the different diffraction orders, which, from the light grating equation, can be either 

positive or negative (Figure 2-2b). However, the number of orders is limited by the 

condition |
𝑚𝜆

𝑑
| < 2, since |𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝛼 + 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛽| cannot be greater than 2. 
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Figure 2-2. Schematic representation of the incident and diffracted wavefronts and the 

geometrical path differences between grooves. 

Finally, it is worth noting the sign convention for the diffraction angles and orders to avoid 

any incoherence at the calculations. In Figure 2-3, a schematic representation of light 

diffraction in reflection and transmission modes is given to emphasize these assumptions. 

By convention, the angles of incidence and diffraction are measured from the grating 

normal to the beam. Also, the diffraction orders are positive if β > –α (diffraction occurs at 

the same side of the incident light in respect to the grating normal), and negative for β < –α 

(diffraction occurs at the opposite side of the incident light in respect to the grating normal). 

 

Figure 2-3. Schematic representation of light diffraction and sign convention for a) 

reflection mode and b) transmission mode. 

2.2.2. Scattering 

Aside from diffraction, when light is incident on a microstructured surface, a fraction of 

light is absorbed and the remaining fraction is scattered. Scattered light waves are randomly 

deviated in all directions in a hemisphere shape distribution normal to the surface plane. 
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This phenomenon occurs due to non-uniformities in the medium through they pass, such 

as the presence of nanoparticle (see previous discussion of plasmonics), small droplets or 

surface roughness. In the case of materials with microstructured surfaces, scattering usually 

arises from the imperfections on the grating grooves or due to a randomly-oriented surface 

patterning. Scattering causes a loss of directionality on an incident light beam, therefore 

materials that can regulate it dynamically are interesting for optomechanical devices since 

they can modulate the reflected/transmitted light intensity in a medium. 

2.3. MECHANICAL PROPERTIES 

2.3.1. Classical beam theory 

The mechanical response of suspended systems (i.e. beams) to an applied load can be 

expressed in the most general way using Euler-Bernoulli’s equation for a static beam: 

𝑑2

𝑑𝑥2 (𝐸𝐼
𝑑2𝑤

𝑑𝑥2) = 𝑞(𝑥) (2-20) 

where E is the Young’s modulus, I the area moment of inertia and w(x) describes the 

deflection of the beam in the z direction. q(x) represents the applied load per unit length to 

the beam. From this formula, the deflection of any type of beam can be modelled as a 

function of the applied load by integrating the formula and applying the adequate 

boundary conditions (taking into account that Euler-Bernoulli’s equation is a fourth 

derivative, four boundary conditions are needed in any case). This thesis focusses the 

mechanical systems on the use of cantilevers (i.e. clamped-free beam) experiencing a 

uniformly distributed load (Figure 2-4a), which imply the following conditions: 

 w (0) = 0. The base of the beam (the clamp) does not experience any deflection 

 w’ (0) = 0. Assuming that the clamp is horizontal, the derivative of the deflection at 

the clamp is also zero. 

 w’’(L) = 0. The bending moment at the tip of the cantilever (of length L) is zero. 

 w’’’(L) = 0. The shear stress at the tip of the cantilever is zero. 

Therefore, the resulting formulas that describe the mechanical behaviour of a cantilever 

with a uniformly distributed load are the following: 

1. Deflection 

𝛿(𝑥) =  
−𝑞𝑥2

24𝐸𝐼
(6𝐿2 − 4𝐿𝑥 + 𝑥2) (2-21) 

2. Slope 

𝑚(𝑥) =  
−𝑞𝑥

6𝐸𝐼
(3𝐿2 − 3𝐿𝑥 + 𝑥2) (2-22) 
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3. Bending moment 

𝛵(𝑥) =
𝑞

2
(𝐿 − 𝑥)2 (2-23) 

4. Shear stress 

𝑉(𝑥) = −𝑞(𝐿 − 𝑥) (2-24) 

In addition to these equations, the curvature of a cantilever beam it is usually described in 

polar coordinates by using the radius of curvature r and bending angle θ (Figure 2-4b). The 

trigonometric relationship between both systems is given by: 

𝜃 = arctan𝑚(𝐿) (2-25) 

𝑟 =  
180 · 𝐿

𝜋 · 𝜃
 (2-26) 

Where m(L) is the slope of the curve that the cantilever describes. 

 

Figure 2-4. Schematic diagram of curvature radius and bending angle in a cantilever. 

Therefore, the cantilever behaviour can be fully modelled using these equations knowing 

the externally applied load. Regarding the load, this thesis will cover two different 

approaches: i) the generation of mechanical stress by the differential thermal expansion of 

the two materials composing a bimorph cantilever and ii) the magnetic forces generated 

due to the interaction between the cantilever magnetization and an external magnetic field. 

2.3.2. Stress by differential thermal expansion 

When bimorph cantilevers are heated, each layer of material expands differently, according 

to: 

∆𝐿𝑖 = 𝐿 ·  𝛼𝑖 · ∆𝑇 (2-27) 

being L the original length, α the thermal expansion coefficient (CTE) and ΔT the 

temperature variation. Sub-index i represents each individual layer. Therefore, the 

difference in the CTE () between both materials generates a mechanical stress, inducing 

the cantilever deflection in the direction of the material with lower CTE. For a bi-material 

system, the temperature induced bending can be estimated using its radius of curvature, r, 
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which depends on the stress from the temperature change (ΔT) and the residual stress that 

may be present in the material layers. It can be calculated by: 

𝑟 =  
[(𝐸1𝑡1

2)2 + (𝐸2𝑡2
2)2 + 2𝐸1𝐸2𝑡1𝑡2(2𝑡1

2 + 3𝑡1𝑡2 + 2𝑡2
2)]

[6𝐸1𝐸2𝑡1𝑡2(𝑡1 + 𝑡2)(𝛼1 − 𝛼2)∆𝑇]
 (2-28) 

where ti is the layer thickness of each layer, and Ei is the Young’s modulus of the ith layer. If 

the thickness of the second layer is much smaller than that of the first (t1≫t2), Equation 2-28 

can be simplified to: 

𝑟 =  

𝐸1𝑡1
2

6𝐸2𝑡2
+

2𝑡1
3

(𝛼1 − 𝛼2)∆𝑇
 

(2-29) 

Thus, r decreases (and therefore the curvature increases) as t1 and E1 decrease. Furthermore, 

r decreases as the difference in the CTE and the temperature change (ΔT) increase. 

2.3.3. Stress by magnetic forces 

Magnetic actuation in cantilevers can be performed by three different mechanisms: 

magnetostriction, magnetic torque or due to magnetic field gradients (magnetophoresis). 

Magnetostriction is a phenomenon that provokes a shape or volume change in materials 

under an applied magnetic field due to the reorientation of magnetic domains inside a 

ferromagnetic material26. On the other hand, a magnetic material of volume V experience a 

magnetic torque under an external magnetic field due to the misalignment of the 

magnetization of the material (�⃗⃗⃗� ) in respect to the applied magnetic field (�⃗⃗⃗� ), which tends 

to the alignment of both vectors27,28. It can be expressed as: 

�⃗� 𝒎𝒂𝒈 = 𝑉�⃗⃗⃗� × �⃗⃗⃗�  (2-30) 

The magnetic torque (�⃗� 𝒎𝒂𝒈) is orthogonal to both vectors, and it is maximized when �⃗⃗⃗�  and 

�⃗⃗⃗�  are perpendicular. Therefore, it is especially relevant in materials with high coercivity 

and it is very sensitive to angle variations. In the case of a cantilever having the magnetic 

moment along the beam and the magnetic field normal to its plane, the magnetic torque 

can be equated to the bending moment. Thereby: 

(𝐸𝐼
𝑑2𝑤

𝑑𝑥2) = Τ = 𝑉𝑀𝐻 (2-31) 

In the case that the magnetic force is applied at one single point, the torque is active from 

the clamp to that particular point and do not have any effect on the bending from that point 

towards the free end of the cantilever. However, in the case of homogeneous distribution 

of magnetic force along the cantilever, the active torque can be considered as an array of 

torques per unit sample over the sample length. It is expressed as: 

Τ𝑎(𝑥) =
Τ

𝐿
(𝐿 − 𝑥) (2-32) 

Then, to determine the expression for the deflection, Equation 2-31 is double-integrated, 

giving: 
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𝛿(𝑥) =  
𝑉𝐻𝑀

6𝐸𝐼
[
(𝐿 − 𝑥)3

𝐿
− 𝐿2 + 3𝐿𝑥] (2-33) 

Also, in the presence of a magnetic field gradient, magnetic materials experience a force 

that pulls the material upward the magnetic field gradient, which is proportional to the 

magnetization and the magnetic field strength: 

�⃗⃗� 𝒎𝒂𝒈 = ∇(�⃗⃗⃗� · 𝑩)⃗⃗ ⃗⃗   (2-34) 

In this case, the force is maximized when the magnetic moment is parallel to the external 

magnetic field, which is especially interesting for materials with no magnetic remanence, 

such as superparamagnetic particles29 or vortex-like structures30. Therefore, the torque that 

the cantilever experiences can be expressed as: 

�⃗⃗� =  𝐫 × �⃗⃗� 𝒎𝒂𝒈 (2-35) 

where 𝐫  is the position vector through the cantilever length. 

2.4. PHYSICOCHEMICAL PROPERTIES OF 

ELASTOMERS 

Elastomers are a special type of polymers that present viscoelastic properties, low Young’s 

modulus and very high elongation at break31. They are amorphous polymers with low 

transition glass temperature (Tg), which are composed by long chains which are cross-

linked, usually based on carbon, oxygen, hydrogen and silicon. The molecular structure of 

elastomers can be schematized as the “meatball and spaghetti” structure (Figure 2-5a): in 

this representation, the long polymer chains are connected by covalent cross-linkages, and 

interact between each other by weak intermolecular forces. When stress is applied to the 

structure, it can be elongated because the long chains rearrange their positions, breaking 

the intermolecular forces to distribute the applied stress. However, once the stress is 

removed, it returns to its original position thanks to the covalent cross-linkages. This 

behaviour is observed in the bulk material as high elasticity and very high elongation at 

break comparing to other polymers (Figure 2-5b). 

There are two main categories of elastomers: thermosets and thermoplastics. In general, 

they can be distinguished if their glass transition temperature is below (thermosets) or 

above room temperature (thermoplastics). This is translated into their response to heat: 

thermoset elastomers conserve their structure upon heat or pressure while thermoplastic 

elastomers melt when they are heated and their structure can be re-composed when it is 

cooled down again. 
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Figure 2-5. a) Schematic representation of the meatball-spaghetti structure for elastomers. 

b) Conceptual stress-strain curve comparison between brittle polymers, plastics and 

elastomers (adapted figure32). 

2.4.1. PDMS 

This thesis is focalized on the use of thermoset elastomers, and more specifically, on the use 

of polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS). PDMS is a silicon-based elastomer, which is composed 

by dimethylsiloxy units and trimethylsilyl end groups, having a general formula of MDnM 

(where D and M are the dimethylsiloxy and trimethylsilyl units, respectively) (Figure 2-6). 

The molecular weight of PDMS (and therefore, its viscosity) is governed by the ratio 

between D and M units, since D-units have multiple reactive sites in contrast to M-units, 

which have only one and consequently forms the end of a polymer branch. 

 

Figure 2-6. Chemical structure of PDMS 

The covalent bonding between chains is based on an hydrosilylation reaction33, which is 

catalysed by transition metals34 (commercial catalysts are usually based of platinum 

complexes, which are added to the mixture in PDMS kits). This reaction takes place at room 

temperature in a very slow rate (>1 day), but it can be accelerated by increasing the 

temperature (i.e. <30 minutes @ 100ºC)35. The chemical reaction of cross-linking is detailed 

in Figure 2-7. 
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Figure 2-7. Hydrosilylation reaction of PDMS catalysed by a platinum-complex 

compound. 

PDMS is hydrophobic and resistant to polar solvents. However, organic solvents (such as 

diisopropylamine, THF or chloroform) can diffuse inside and produce swelling or even 

dissolve the material36. At ambient pressure and temperature, it is optically transparent to 

visible and near-infrared light, inert, non-toxic and biocompatible. Like other polymers, it 

presents very low thermal conductivity and reasonably high thermal expansion coefficient. 

A list of the physicochemical properties of PDMS is included in Appendix B. Regarding the 

mechanical properties, PDMS Young's modulus range approximately from 0.2 to 3 MPa, 

which can be tuned by any factor that alters the amount of covalent cross-linkages in the 

structure, such as the ratio between dimethylsiloxy and trimethylsilyl units or the curing 

temperature35. It has a very high tensile strength (between 4 and 7 MPa) leading to 

elongations at break even higher than 100%35. 

The unique physicochemical properties and its low cost makes PDMS probably one of the 

most widely used polymers in materials science. For example, its thermal and chemical 

stability is used to apply PDMS as anticorrosion and antifouling protective coatings37,38. In 

addition to the thermal and chemical stability, the permeability to gases and 

biocompatibility makes this elastomer an ideal candidate for medical applications, such as 

topical skin treatment of contact lenses39. Also, it is compatible to several microfabrication 

techniques, such as soft lithography (e.g. micro-contact printing, replica moulding), spin-

coating or plasma treatment, enabling the fabrication of sub-micron pattern features40. 

Taking advantage of this, PDMS is widely used for building microfluidic structures41–43 to 

develop platforms for biomedical studies, such as cell culture substrates and scaffolds44–46, 

biosensors47,48 or organ-on-a-chip devices49. On the other hand, the hyperelasticity of PDMS 

makes it a special candidate for developing flexible and stretchable devices. For example, it 

is widely used as a structural material for MEMS50–52 and micropumps53,54. Similarly, it is in 
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growing interest in the emerging field of soft-robotics55–57 and artificial muscles58,59, due to 

mechanical robustness, easy manipulation and low cost. Also, is used as a substrate for 

many wearable electronic devices to fully adapt to the human motion60,61 or to develop 

strain sensors62. 
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3. Ultrabroadband Light Absorbing 

Fe/Polymer Flexible Metamaterial 

for Soft Optomechanical Devices 
Ultrabroadband light absorbers are attracting increasing interest for applications in energy 

harvesting, photodetection, self-regulated devices or soft robotics. However, current 

broadband absorbers show detrimental insufficient absorption spectral range, or light angle 

and polarization dependence. In this chapter, the unexplored optical properties of highly-

damped plasmonic materials are combined with the infrared absorption of thin polymer 

films to enable developing ultrabroadband light-absorbing soft metamaterials. The 

developed metamaterial, composed of a nanostructured Fe layer mechanically coupled to 

a thin polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) film, shows unprecedented ultrabroadband and 

angle-independent optical absorption (averaging 84% within 300-18000 nm). The excellent 

photothermal efficiency and large thermal-expansion mismatch of the metamaterial is 

efficiently transformed into large mechanical deflections, which are exploited to show an 

artificial iris that self-regulates the transmitted light power from UV to LWIR, an untethered 

light-controlled mechanical gripper and a light-triggered electrical switch. 
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3.1.  INTRODUCTION 

Efficient broadband light absorption is crucial for many relevant photonic devices, such as 

solar cells1,2, photodetectors3,4 or soft-actuators5. As their performance depends on the 

ability to collect and convert light into other types of energies, novel concepts are being 

studied to maximize the absorption spectral window6. Recent broadband absorbing 

metamaterials include microstructures with resonators7,8, plasmonic nano-composites9,10, or 

graphene-based metamaterials11. Plasmonic nanostructures are particularly interesting to 

achieve strong absorbing metamaterials due to their easily tuneable optical properties. 

However, highly efficient light absorption is restricted to small particles compared to the 

light wavelength and to the excitation of localized surface plasmon resonances in a narrow 

spectral band. Although resonances can be tuned by size increasing, this imposes a large 

scattering/absorption ratio enhancement in most plasmonic materials. This effect is more 

noticeable for resonances in the infrared (IR), where these materials behave as near perfect 

conductors with minimal radiation penetration, thereby drastically increasing the reflected 

and scattered light. To expand the absorption range of plasmonic materials, the use of 

plasmonic nanoparticles of different sizes12–15, their combination with dielectric layers16,17, 

or the nanometric control of their near-field interaction18,19 have been proposed. 

Additionally, apart from conventional photonic/plasmonic materials, there are other 

materials, like transition metals, which have been barely explored for photonic applications 

and/or efficient light absorption, as is the case of metallic iron (Fe). Fe shows a negative real 

part of the dielectric constant from the ultraviolet (UV) to the far-IR, which is an essential 

condition for the generation of plasmonic resonances. However, its imaginary part is much 

larger than in classical plasmonic materials. This results in a large plasmonic damping, 

which prevents the generation of sharp resonances, hampering its application in typical 

plasmonic applications such as refractometric sensors or biosensors20, or the generation of 

enhanced electromagnetic fields at the nanostructures edges. However, these broad 

resonances make Fe ideal for broadband absorption applications. Fe enables a deeper 

electromagnetic field penetration inside the nanostructures, thus minimizing light 

reflectance/scattering. This feature is particularly appealing to combine nanostructured-Fe 

absorption with highly absorbing materials in the far-IR, like flexible polymers, whose 

enhanced absorption bands in the midwave-IR–longwave-IR (MWIR-LWIR) range have 

been rarely exploited for practical photonic applications. Incorporating ultrabroadband 

light absorption into polymers is particularly appealing for developing light-controlled soft 

actuators, as a base for innovative applications in soft robotics21–25, energy harvesters26–28 or 

self-regulated devices29–31. Importantly, these applications demand strong ultrabroadband 

light absorption, incident light angle and polarization independence (due to the large 

mechanical deflections), and high compliance between the metal and the flexible polymer 

substrate. However, all the soft actuators reported to date fail in at least one of these 

requirements. 

Here, it is shown that the highly-damped plasmons in nanostructured Fe films exhibit 

extremely efficient broadband absorption in the UV–near-infrared (UV-NIR) with minimal 

reflectance in the MWIR-LWIR. This, combined with flexible polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) 
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films (with enhanced light absorption in the MWIR-LWIR) enables developing soft 

metamaterials with an unprecedented ultrabroadband absorption range. This inexpensive 

novel metamaterial shows an angle-independent and efficient ultrabroadband optical 

absorption (average 84% within 300-18000 nm), which results in an excellent photothermal 

conversion efficiency. Due to the large thermal-expansion-coefficient mismatch between 

both materials, this is efficiently transformed into large mechanical deflections. These 

deflections are exploited to demonstrate soft photo-thermo-mechanical devices: (i) a power-

free, ultrabroadband, self-regulated artificial iris that adjusts its aperture to the light 

intensity (from UV to far-IR), thus mimicking a natural iris or acting as a self-regulated 

radiation protector; (ii) an optically-controlled mechanical gripper, enabling picking, 

transporting and releasing cargos, and (iii) an untethered optically-triggered electrical 

switch. 

3.2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.2.1. Theoretical analysis 

To highlight the key differences between classical plasmonic absorbers and highly-damped 

plasmonic materials for ultrabroadband absorption applications, the scattering and 

absorption cross sections of identical gold (Au) and Fe structures are compared by finite-

difference time-domain (FDTD) simulations. As a rule of thumb, to achieve strong 

absorption, the absorption/scattering ratio of the structures should be maximized, whereas 

very broad/flat spectra are required to reach the ultrabroadband absorption.  From the 

FDTD calculations, it is shown that Fe semi-shell structures of 500 nm diameter exhibit 

approximately 7-fold larger absorption cross-section compared to their Au counterparts 

(Figure 3-1a). Moreover, the large scattering observed in the Au structures is dramatically 

reduced (between 2 and 3-fold) in the Fe semi-shell. Overall, the absorption/scattering ratio 

of Fe semi-shells can be up to 25-fold larger than Au semi-shells in the NIR, thus 

highlighting their potential to achieve intense light absorption efficiency. The reason behind 

this stark difference is the much higher penetration of the light inside the highly damped 

plasmonic Fe semi-shell compared to the Au structures, as shown by the electric field 

distribution around and inside the metal structures, which is almost 6-fold higher at the 

central thickest part of the Fe metal structure (Figure 3-1b). The larger light penetration in 

Fe is endowed by both the lower absolute value of the real part of the dielectric constant 

and the much higher imaginary part (up to 20-fold larger at 800 nm wavelength compared 

to Au). These large differences in absorption/scattering are also clearly observed in other 

common plasmonic materials, like Ag and Al semi-shells (Figure 3-2a). 

Interestingly, the Fe semi-shells also enable stronger absorption in a much broader spectral 

range (from UV to the NIR), even covering wavelengths shorter than the size of the 

nanostructures. In addition to the scattering reduction compared to Au, the FDTD 

simulations show that the forward scattering is favoured with respect to the back-scattering 

(Figure 3-2b). This is essential to allow the MWIR and LWIR radiation (that is not so 

efficiently absorbed by the Fe structures) to be transmitted and totally absorbed by another 
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material, such as a thin flexible polymer layer with strong absorption bands in this range. 

Notably, the structure geometry also plays a major role to maximize the spectral absorption 

range, where other more common geometries, such as spheres or discs, show substantially 

lower absorption bands (Figure 3-1c). Finally, it is worth highlighting that this type of 

highly damped plasmonic Fe semi-shell structures can be easily obtained by colloidal self-

assembly and highly directional Fe evaporation32,33. In addition, the inherent potential to 

adjust the colloidal size and separation distance between self-assembled structures can also 

be exploited to attain even broader absorption bands. 

 
Figure 3-1. a) FDTD simulations comparing the scattering (Cscat) and absorption (Cabs) 

cross-sections for 500 nm diameter Au and Fe semi-shell structures. b) Electric field 

distribution in the central plane for Au (left) and Fe (centre) semi-shells and the ratio of 

the electric fields observed in each structure (right), evidencing the much larger light 

penetration inside the Fe structure. Scale-bar = 100 nm. c) Comparison of the Cabs for Fe 

structures of different shapes and constant size (diameter = 500 nm). 
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Figure 3-2. a) FDTD simulations of the scattering and absorption cross-section of 

aluminium (Al), silver (Ag) and Fe semi-shells of 500 nm diameter. b) Light transmittance 

through a perpendicular plane to the light propagation to show the forward (blue) and 

back scattering (red) of the Fe semi-shells. Inset picture: schematic representation of the 

simulation. 

3.2.2. Metamaterial design and fabrication 

Considering previous theoretical results, the fabrication process of the nanostructured-

Fe/PDMS metamaterial is based on a scalable combination of colloidal self-assembly, 

physical vapour deposition and polymer casting (Figure 3a, see Appendix A for 

methodological details). The nanostructured-Fe film is prepared by the hexagonal close-

packed self-assembly of a monolayer of polystyrene (PS) nanospheres (500 nm diameter) 

followed by the electron beam deposition of the Fe layer (80 nm), leading to a “semi-shell” 

structure32,33. The nanostructured-Fe film is mechanically coupled to the PDMS layer (50 

μm) by transfer printing (Figure 3b). Once the metamaterial is fabricated, the generation of 

the optomechanical structures for soft actuation applications is performed by defining the 

desired geometries by laser writing and releasing them from the substrate, thus yielding 

free-standing structures. Note that the released structures have an initial curvature due to 

the generated residual stress during the releasing step. It is worth emphasizing that this 

fabrication process is straightforward, fast, inexpensive and easily scalable. 
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Figure 3-3. a) Schematic of the fabrication steps. b) SEM image and schematic 

representation of the nanostructured-Fe layer in contact to the PDMS layer (scale-bar = 

500 nm). 

3.2.3. Optical absorption and photothermal efficiency 

In agreement with the FDTD simulations, the experimental characterization of the 

Fe/PDMS metamaterial demonstrated a very high optical absorption of the nanostructured-

Fe layer within the Ultraviolet–Visible–Near Infrared (UV-vis-NIR) ranges (300 – 2000 nm) 

where the PDMS is transparent34 (Figure 3-4a). Moreover, the nanostructured-Fe layer 

minimizes the reflectance in the MWIR and LWIR infrared regions (2000 - 18000 nm) 

(Figure 3-4c,d), thereby enabling the transmission and posterior absorption of these 

wavelengths by the PDMS layer, which is an efficient absorber in this range (Figure 3-4b). 

The synergistic combination of the optical properties of both layers results in an 

outstanding ultrabroadband absorption range from the UV to the LWIR, 300 – 18000 nm, 

with an average 84% absorption (Figure 3-4a,b). In comparison with previously reported 

strong (>80%) absorbers, the Fe/PDMS metamaterial shows a competitive absorption (from 

75% to 94%) within a much broader wavelength range than any other reported absorber 

within the UV to LWIR range (Table 3-1). In contrast, the Au/PDMS metamaterial showed 

substantially weaker absorption (Figure 3-4a,b) because of the increased reflection of the 

nanostructured-Au (Figure 3-4c,d), as suggested by the FDTD simulations. The different 

performance between both metals is due to the highly damped plasmonic behaviour of Fe, 

which provides deeper electromagnetic field penetration inside the metal to maximize the 

absorption in the UV-vis-NIR (as previously show in Figure 3-1b), and the transmittance in 

the MWIR and LWIR. Oppositely, the nanostructured-Au layer behaves as a near-perfect 
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conductor in the NIR-LWIR, thereby enhancing the reflectance, thus decreasing even 

further the absorption efficiency. The superior absorption efficiency in the Fe/PDMS with 

respect to the Au/PDMS metamaterial was also observed for semi-shells of other diameters 

and different metal thicknesses (Figure 3-5). Note that by selecting the appropriate 

thickness of the Fe layer or the diameter of the nanostructures in the nanostructured-Fe 

layer, the minimum absorption of the metamaterial in the UV – NIR could be further 

enhanced to above 80% (Figure 3-5d). 

 
Figure 3-4. a) Absorption spectra of the Fe/PDMS- and Au/PDMS- metamaterials (a) in 

the UV-visible-NIR range, and (b) in the MWIR- LWIR range. c-d) UV-vis-NIR and 

MWIR-LWIR reflectance in the Fe/PDMS and Au/PDMS metamaterials. e-f) UV-vis-NIR 

and MWIR-LWIR transmittance in the Fe/PDMS and Au/PDMS metamaterials. 
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Material† Absorption Range (nm) 

Nanostructured-Fe/PDMS 84% 300-18000 

Graphene-based metamaterial11 85% 300-2500 

TiN-SiO2-ITO-Au Nanodisks7 98% 1400-1640 

LbL TiN + PU Nanoparticles10 90% 300-2500 

TiN Metamaterial9 95% 400-800 

Al2O3+Au Collapsed Nanowires35 91% 400-2500 

AlN – Au metasurface36 80% 18250-19750 

Ag-SiO2-Ag Trapezoidal nanowires37 85% 400-700 

PEDOT-PDMS22 100% 750-1600 

(MNLs/SiO2)x18 on Ag38 96% 300-1100 

Cu/Si3N4/Cu stack39 80% 400-700 

Ag/SiO2 nanocomposite on Ag film40 95% 325-575 

Au metasurface / SiO2 / Au12 83% 370-880 

ZnS/Au (gradient-metasurface-based 

absorber)*41 
95% 5100-14100 

Ti-SiO2 cubes on Al*42 97% 354-1066 

Ge2Sb2Te5 / Au / SiO2*43 92.9% 350-1500 

Table 3-1. Comparison of ultrabroadband absorbers in the ultraviolet to far infrared 

range reported in the literature. “*” refers to theoretical studies. 

                                                           
† Abbreviations: 

ITO = Indium Tin Oxide 

LbL = Layer-by-Layer 

PU = poly(urethane) 

PEDOT = poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) 

MNLs = Metallic Nanoparticle Layers 
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Figure 3-5. Optical properties of Au-PDMS and Fe-PDMS metamaterials with different 

diameters (d) of the polystyrene spheres and thickness (t) of the metal layer. a-b-c) 

Absorption, reflection and transmission spectra in the UV-vis-NIR for Fe/PDMS and 

Au/PDMS metamaterials with 200 nm polystyrene sphere diameter and 40 nm metal 

thickness. d-e-f) Absorption, reflection and transmission spectra in the UV-vis-NIR for 

Fe/PDMS and Au/PDMS metamaterials with 300 nm polystyrene sphere diameter and 80 

nm metal thickness. 

The photothermal conversion efficiency, η = dT/dI (where T is temperature and I is the light 

irradiance), was determined by irradiating the metamaterials with four different light 
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sources: white-LED (410 – 700 nm), 808 nm and 1470 nm lasers, and natural sunlight. The 

change of temperature was found to be proportional to the light intensity for all the light 

sources (Fig. 3c). Moreover, the photothermal conversion efficiency of the Fe/PDMS-

metamaterial did not significantly differ for any light source, which is in accordance with 

its nearly-flat broadband absorption. Importantly, the η of the Fe/PDMS-metamaterial 

exhibited minimal dependence on the light incidence angle, which is critical to provide a 

linear photo-thermo-mechanical response in structures with high curvatures, thus 

overcoming the angular limitation inherent to other absorbers37,44. As expected from the 

absorption spectra, the Fe/PDMS-metamaterial showed substantially higher η (ca. 2-fold) 

than the analogous Au/PDMS-metamaterial at normal incidence. Moreover, the 

nanostructured-Au layer presented strong angular dependence due to the diffraction-

coupling to surface-plasmon-polaritons. 

 

Figure 3-6. Photothermal conversion efficiency of the Fe/PDMS- and Au/PDMS- 

metamaterials for light sources of different emission wavelengths and incident angle (“S” 

= natural sunlight). 

3.2.4. Optomechanical analysis 

The optomechanical response was assessed in Fe/PDMS metamaterial cantilevers (Fig. 4a) 

by measuring the curvature changes as a function of the light intensity (Fig. 4b). In bimorph 

structures, the curvature change is produced by the thermal strain ∆휀 generated by the 

light-induced temperature increase T, ∆휀 = (𝛼𝑃𝐷𝑀𝑆 − 𝛼𝐹𝑒)∆𝑇 , where 𝛼𝑃𝐷𝑀𝑆 and 𝛼𝐹𝑒 are 

the thermal expansion coefficients of PDMS and Fe, respectively. Since the PDMS layer 

thickness is much larger than the Fe layer (tPDMS >> tFe), the equation of the curvature (1/r) 

change can be simplified to22:  
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(3-1) 

Where r is the curvature radius (Fig. 4b, inset), and EPDMS and EFe are the Young’s-modulus 

of the nanostructured-Fe and PDMS layers, respectively.  

The parameter “1/r” was chosen to quantify the curvature variations and to compare with 

the literature results, since it is independent of the cantilever length. The cantilever 

curvature changed linearly with the light-induced temperature changes, and therefore with 

the light intensity, showing a responsivity of 0.012 cm·mW-1. The excellent photo-thermo-

mechanical actuation of the Fe/PDMS-metamaterial is established by: i) the highly-efficient 

light absorption in an unprecedentedly broad spectral range to maximize the light-induced 

temperature changes, and ii) the large thermal expansion coefficient mismatch between 

both materials (αFe = 1.2·10-5 K-1, αPDMS = 3·10-4 K-1). By fitting the experimental curvature to 

Eq. 1 (assuming tPDMS = 50 µm, tFe = 80nm, EPDMS = 1.4MPa, αFe = 1.2·10-5 K-1, αPDMS= 3·10-4 K-1), 

the effective-Young’s-modulus of the nanostructured-Fe layer was extracted, yielding 1.2 

GPa. This value demonstrates that the nanostructured-Fe layer behaves as a continuous 

layer but with a substantially lower Young’s-modulus than bulk-Fe (100-200 GPa), thereby 

highlighting its behaviour as both optical and mechanical metamaterial. Interestingly, due 

to large thickness difference between the Fe and the PDMS layers, the mechanical response 

of the bimorph Fe/PDMS-metamaterial mainly depends on the Young’s-modulus and 

thickness of the PDMS. Therefore, its optical and mechanical responses can be 

independently tuned by: i) varying the thickness of the PDMS layer45 and, ii) controlling 

the optical absorption of the metal layer by altering its thickness and/or morphology 

without substantially altering the mechanical response of the bimorph. Based on the 

experimental parameters, the expected responsivity enhancement by the reduction of the 

PDMS thickness can be estimated (Fig. 4c). Comparing to other bimorph actuators, the 

Fe/PDMS metamaterial presents a better responsivity than other actuators of similar 

thickness and the simulations predict that it could clearly surpass the responsivity of the 

reported actuators to date. 
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Figure 3-7. a) Schematic of the ultrabroadband optomechanical structure principle of 

operation. b) Curvature variation in response to light induced temperature changes 

(bottom) and associated white-LED irradiance (top). Inset: actual cantilever cross-view 

picture indicating the curvature radius/angle. Scale-bar = 2 mm. c) Comparison of the 

light-to-mechanical conversion efficiency of different photothermal bimorph actuators 

reported in the literature21,23,30,31,38–47 (see Table 3-2 for the description of the different 

materials). The discontinuous black line shows the theoretical estimation of the response 

of the actuators described in this work by using other PDMS thicknesses. 
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Material‡ 
Length 

(cm) 

Thickness 

(μm) 

Light 

Irradiance 

(mW ·cm-2) 

Wavelength 

(nm) 

1/r 

(cm-1) 

Responsivity 

=  r-1/I 

(cm·mW-1) 

Nanostru

ctured-

Fe/PDMS 

0,4 50 204,5 White LED 2,51 0,0123 

Carbon 

black-

PET-

Acrylic21 

1 2 

150 
[760-2600 

nm] 
7,6 0,0507 

30 [White light] 2,5 0,0826 

30 [450 nm] 2,2 0,0721 

MXCC-

PC23 
4 5 80 650-1050 0,7 0,0092 

Dye DR1 

mixed to 

LCE30 

0,5 10 

230 

488 9,4 

0,0410 

300 0,0314 

RGO-

CNT/ 

PDMS46 

 

2,4 120 250 
artificial 

sunlight 
3,5 0,0139 

PC/ 

SWNT31 
2,5 10 20 White Light 0,1 0,0070 

                                                           
‡Abbreviations: 

PET = Polyethylene terephthalate  

MXCC = MXene(Ti3C2Tx)-cellulose composites and polycarbonate membrane  

PC = Polycarbonate  

LCE = Liquid Crystal Elastomer  

RGO = Reduced Graphene Oxide  

CNT = Carbon Nanotubes  

SWNT = Single Wall carbon Nanotubes  

BOPP = Biaxially oriented polypropylene  

(a)-SWCNT = (acidized)-Single Wall Carbon Nanotubes  

LDPE = Low Density Polyethylene  

PI = PolyImide  

MWCNT = Multi Wall Carbon Nanotubes  

PLA = Polylactic Acid 
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CNT/ 

PDMS47 
2,1 105 250 

artificial 

sunlight 
1,7 0,0066 

GO-

BOPP48 
1,5 40 300 NIR 2,0 0,0067 

Paper-

Graphite-

BOPP49 

4 40 300 NIR 2,8 0,0093 

a-

SWCNT/

LDPE50 

4 40 250 NIR 1,9 0,0076 

CNT/ 

VO251 
- 1,5 800 

[not 

specified] 
5,0 0,0063 

PI/ 

MWCNT-

parafin52 

 

2 23 100 
artificial 

sunlight 
1,6 0,0160 

MWCNT-

PLA/ 

Paper53 

6 50 275 NIR 0,2 0,0009 

Cu/Cu2O/

RGO54 
4 15 1000 IR 0,17 0,00017 

Table 3-2. Detailed data of the comparison of the light-to-mechanical conversion 

efficiency of the different photothermal bimorph actuators described in Figure 3-7d. 

3.2.5. Soft Optomechanical Devices 

To exploit the excellent optomechanical responsivity of the Fe/PDMS metamaterial, the 

application of this metamaterial into different light-controlled devices is explored. 

Specifically, i) a self-regulating artificial iris, ii) a light-regulated soft-robotic gripper and 

iii) a remotely optically-triggered electrical switch are designed. 

Firstly, a self-regulated iris mimicking the behaviour of the human iris is developed. A 

power-free, self-regulated iris might be a solution to ophthalmological problems related to 

the size and dynamics of the pupil/iris, by controlling the amount of light that reaches the 

retina55. In addition, the same design can be used for an automatic light transmission control 

(i.e., an optical attenuator for light protection) of any source emitting in the 300 nm to 18000 

nm range. Note that our iris design was geometrically inspired by a previously reported 

artificial iris based on liquid crystal elastomers (LCE)30 working in the 400-600 nm range. 
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Using the standard dimensions of a natural iris56, the device consisted of a circular Fe/PDMS 

membrane fixed at its outer diameter (11 mm) with an inner circular hole of 3 mm. The 

circular membrane was divided into 8 segments presenting an initial curvature of 108 ± 6 

degrees (Figure 3-8), which automatically folded/unfolded depending on the incoming 

light intensity, thereby opening/closing the inner aperture (Figure 3-9a). The biomimetic 

optomechanical response was characterized by measuring the inner circle diameter of the 

iris (i.e., the pupil size) as a function of the incoming light irradiance from a white-LED 

(Figure 3-9b). The iris responded linearly to the light irradiance, reaching the nearly closed 

configuration with 234 mW·cm-2, which corresponds to 1.7-sun intensity57. This system was 

capable of self-adjusting the pupil aperture diameter from 6.9 to 3.8 mm, which is 

comparable to the standard dynamic range of a natural pupil. The transmitted power 

through the iris (Figure 3-9b, red-line) showed a linear self-regulation reaching a relative 

transmitted power of 56% in the nearly closed configuration, which approximately 

corresponded to the relative area variation of the pupil. This transmission range can be 

readily tuned by adjusting the inner hole diameter. 

 
Figure 3-8. a) Average angle change of the segments of the artificial iris as a function of 

light intensity. b) Side-view image of the artificial iris upon white light actuation. 
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Figure 3-9. a) Schematic of the artificial iris working principle. b) Closure of the iris 

aperture upon white-LED irradiation with increasing irradiance (black circles) and 

related fraction of the transmitted light power (red circles), together with the actual 

pictures of the artificial iris with/without white-LED illumination (irradiance 234 mW·cm-

2). Scale-bar = 2 mm. 

To show the ultrabroadband self-regulation of the iris, its responsivity was analysed, i.e., 

the variation of the pupil diameter as a function of the incident intensity, for light sources 

with emission from the visible to the LWIR (Figure 3-10a,b), including the white-LED 

(Figure 3-9b), sunlight, an 808 nm laser (Figure 3-10a), and an infrared thermal emitter. 

Although the wavelength distribution of the white-LED and the natural sunlight are 

different, their responsivity was nearly equal due to the flat broadband absorption of the 

Fe/PDMS metamaterial that minimized any wavelength dependence. As observed in Figure 

3-10b, the iris also responded with similar responsivity to the illumination with 

monochromatic near-infrared light from the 808 nm laser. Remarkably, the iris also 

exhibited self-regulation at the MWIR-LWIR range, which was demonstrated by its 

response to the weak emission from a material heated from room temperature to 120C, in 

which the blackbody radiation wavelength peaks at 7500 nm (Figure 3-11a). To rule out any 

contribution from the temperature increase of the air surrounding the iris, two samples of 

very different emissivity (ε), PDMS (ε = 0.86) and aluminium (ε = 0.04), were heated at the 

same temperature (Figure 3-11b). The iris diameter was reduced a 9 % for the PDMS good-

emitter, while it barely changed for the Al poor-emitter. Considering the low thermal 

irradiance at the iris (29,7 mW·cm-2), the responsivity to the thermal IR light was even higher 

than the other light sources, due to the increased absorption efficiency of the Fe/PDMS 

metamaterial in the MWIR-LWIR range. Additionally, the temperature increase at the iris 

upon direct sunlight irradiation was 14.3 C (Figure 3-10c), which was enough to actuate 
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the optomechanical system, and reasonably low to be easily insulated and safe for 

biomedical applications. 

 

Figure 3-10. a) Optomechanical response of the iris as a function of light intensity at 

wavelength = 808 nm. b) Ultrabroadband iris responsivity to different light sources with 

emission from the visible to the LWIR. c) Thermograph of the artificial iris being actuated 

by natural sunlight. Temperature scale = 25-45ºC.  

 
Figure 3-11. a) Blackbody radiation spectrum at T = 120ºC, ε = 1. b) Light emission power 

of PDMS and aluminium samples during heating (and cooling) from 25ºC to 120ºC. 

Finally, the dynamic response of the biomimetic iris was tested during an on-off cycle using 

the white-LED (Figure 3-12a) and the 808 nm laser (Figure 3-12b). In both cases, the aperture 

abruptly changed during the initial 4 seconds, followed by a slower thermal stabilization 
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during 10 seconds. Once the light was switched off, the iris returned to the initial position. 

The transmitted power during the same on-off cycle showed similar dynamic response as 

the iris diameter. The reaction time was slightly slower than the human iris58, but it could 

be matched by optimization of the metamaterial stiffness or geometry. Notably, compared 

to the previously reported self-regulating artificial iris based on LCE30, our device presents 

several advantages, such as a faster and more homogeneous response to small light 

intensities and a much broader spectral response range. However, it could be of great 

interest to combine the control on the thermo-mechanical response of LCEs with the 

ultrabroadband absorber metamaterial presented in this thesis. 

 

Figure 3-12. a) Dynamic response of the artificial iris to white LED (I = 234 mW·cm-2) and 

b) NIR laser (λ = 808 nm, I = 236 mW·cm-2) 

To show the versatility of the Fe/PDMS optomechanical metamaterial, a simple soft 

mechanic gripper21 was also developed, consisting of two cantilevers facing each other 

(Figure 3-13a). In its relaxed state, the initial bending due to the residual stress configures 

the gripper in its closed state (step 1). When the gripper is irradiated (step 2), its arms open 

making it possible to encase the cargo (step 3). As the light irradiation stops, the gripper 

closes and clutches the cargo, which can be then transported to a different position (steps 

4-7). To release the cargo, the gripper can be opened again by light irradiation (steps 8-9). It 

is worth highlighting the gripper loading capacity, as the cargo weight was remarkably 

higher (54 mg) than the actuator itself (1 mg). Moreover, the clutching force of the actuator, 

which depends on the initial stress, can be adjusted by tuning the actuators’ length and by 

controlling residual stress in the fabrication process. On the other hand, the opening 

strength and velocity can be controlled by the incident light intensity. 

Finally, the Fe/PDMS actuator was tested as a remote optically-triggered electrical switch. 

In this approach, the optically-controlled bending of the actuator is exploited to open/close 

an electrical circuit and turn off/on a LED (Figure 3-13b). Since the nanostructured-

Fe/PDMS is not conductive, a thin layer of conductive silver paste was applied on the edge 

of the structure. Even though the actuator’s performance was slightly altered due to its 

weight and stiffness increase, the photo-thermo-mechanical forces were sufficiently strong 
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to bend the free-standing structure and close the electrical circuit. However, in future 

demonstrations, the incorporation of a conductive pad could be optimized using more 

sophisticated micropatterning techniques such as inkjet-printing, thus opening the path to 

light-controlled electrical switches for energy efficiency systems. 

 
Figure 3-13. a) Pictures of the optically controlled mechanical gripper showing the 

opening, clutching, transport and release of the cargo. b) Pictures of the light-triggered 

electrical switch. The inset pictures show the optomechanical actuator that open/closes 

the electrical circuit and turns on the LED. The incident light (λ = 808 nm) irradiance in 

(a) and (b) is 242 mW·cm-2. 

3.3. CONCLUSIONS 

In summary, a novel flexible ultrabroadband absorbing nanostructured-Fe/PDMS 

metamaterial is presented. The optical synergy between the highly damped plasmonic 

behaviour in the nanostructured-Fe layer and the efficient IR absorption in the PDMS 

enables achieving angle-independent and strong (average 84%) ultrabroadband absorption 

from the UV to LWIR (300 - 18000 nm), thus overcoming the limitations of typical plasmonic 

absorbers and multi-layered systems. The angle-independent optical absorption in a large 

wavelength range translates to an excellent photothermal conversion efficiency. This, 

combined with the large thermal expansion mismatch between Fe and PDMS, provides an 

outstanding optomechanical response in suspended structures made of this metamaterial. 

To exploit these unique features, a self-regulated biomimetic iris capable of responding to 

an ultrabroadband wavelength range is demonstrated, including natural sunlight and IR 
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thermal radiation. The iris reversibly changes its aperture size following the same 

dimensions of a natural pupil, and achieves fast, efficient, homogeneous and linear 

optomechanical regulation of the transmitted power. Furthermore, the versatile 

applicability of the metamaterial is shown by developing a light-controlled soft mechanical 

gripper and a light-triggered electrical switch. Overall, the exceptional photo-thermo-

mechanical properties and the versatility and cost-effectiveness of this metamaterial bring 

new opportunities to develop different types optomechanical components, such as 

dynamic prosthetics, self-regulated and power free light protectors (at any wavelength 

from UV to LWIR) or light-controlled soft-robots. Furthermore, its ultrabroadband 

absorption could be exploited in other fields where light collection is crucial, as 

thermophotovoltaics or photodetection. 
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4. Untethered opto-magnetic soft 

actuator with integrated 

mechanochromic self-sensing 
The development of untethered multi-stimuli responsive materials is a topic of considerable 

interest for smart soft robotics applications, especially those enabling remote actuation and 

versatile operation in inaccessible environments. In parallel, the incorporation of self-

sensing mechanisms to quantify the external stimulation in real time are crucial for the 

development of automated systems. Here, an untethered sensing and actuation platform 

based on a soft opto-magnetic actuator with an integrated mechanochromic feedback 

system is presented. The device, based on the nanostructured-Fe/PDMS presented in 

Chapter 3, applied to a mechanical structure with a periodically corrugated backside, can 

be actuated both (i) optically in a broadband wavelength range within the infrared (IR) 

spectrum and (ii) magnetically by adjusting the magnetic field strength and direction. The 

mechanical status of the structure is easily visualized and quantified from the changes in 

structural coloration generated at its grooved back surface by measuring the Hue value in 

the pixels of the images taken by a conventional RGB camera or a smartphone camera. The 

optical and magnetic actuation self-sensing is demonstrated, having a detection limit of 1.8 

mW·cm-2 and 0.34 mT, respectively. The easy operation and versatility of this system, such 

as the untethered single or simultaneous opto-magnetic actuation and the mechanochromic 

self-detection, paves the way to a new generation of wireless soft robotics and smart 

systems.  
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4.1.  INTRODUCTION 

Soft actuators and stimuli-responsive materials are attracting increasing attention in soft 

robotics, artificial muscles, wearables and biomimetic devices1–3 due to their ability to 

deform and adapt to different environments with high resiliency. In these systems, the 

capacity of remote actuation by untethered stimuli, such as light or magnetic fields, can 

prevent the need of wiring and electrical contacts, thereby greatly reducing the complexity 

of the actuators and enabling its operation in hazardous environments or not accessible 

spaces. Both optical and magnetic actuators have been extensively studied, however, each 

of them faces its own challenges and limitations4. The optical actuation of soft-robots5–7 is 

usually based on photo-thermo-mechanical effects, in which the absorbed light is converted 

into heat to generate the mechanical actuation. Hence, many efforts are currently devoted 

to develop efficient, broadband light absorbers that can be implemented into soft 

mechanical structures8,9 (see Chapter 3 for more details). However, light-triggered actuation 

is limited by the slow cooling processes after actuation and to environments that are 

transparent to the actuating light. Soft magnetic actuators provide an interesting alternative 

to light-mediated actuation due to their ability to perform robust and programmable shape 

changes10, and precise manipulation of the structures11 over long distances or through 

opaque media, which are very attractive for biomedical applications12,13. However, scarce 

and expensive metallic elements or rather strong magnetic fields are usually needed to 

achieve strong magnetic actuation, thus often hindering their applicability. Therefore, the 

integration of multi-stimuli responsive materials presents exciting possibilities for the new 

generation of soft robotics. For example, light and magnetic field actuation can be combined 

to double the response strength, generate independent actions (such as bending and 

rotation)14,15 or modulate one actuation using the other one as stimulus16. In addition, 

combining various stimuli overcomes the specific limitations in the applicability of each 

stimulus, hence, expanding the overall application range. However, despite the great 

potential of the synergetic combination of both actuation approaches4, only few opto-

magnetic actuators have been reported so far14,15. 

In addition to an efficient untethered actuation, self-sensing of the actuation strength is key 

to enable automatic and precisely controlled movements based on real-time feedback 

signals17,18. However, the inclusion of detection mechanisms in soft actuators remains a 

challenge, especially for small structures (i.e. less than a centimetre)19. Current actuation 

control involves either detecting the stimuli intensity at the actuated structure or directly 

quantifying its mechanical response. The direct detection of the stimuli, which implies the 

integration of external sensors in small, movable structures20–22 can be technologically 

complex. Conversely, current methods to quantify the mechanical response involve either 

integrating wired electrical contacts and piezoelectric materials3,17,23–25, using external bulky 

laser positioning systems with limited multiplexing capabilities, or analysing the shape 

changes via complex and inefficient imaging analysis, especially for small structures. To 

solve these technological issues, detection based on structural coloration presents several 

advantages, such as wireless and real-time sensing of the actuation strength26,27. Recently, 

several biomimetic, colour-changing materials have been developed, demonstrating 
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colorimetric response to various stimuli28. However, in order to include the colorimetric 

sensing mechanism into wirelessly controlled actuators, some aspects need to be 

considered. For example, the use of materials with sufficient light reflectance or 

transmittance (depending on the working configuration) is mandatory. Also, real-time 

colorimetric readout and analysis systems have not yet been integrated to soft actuators. 

These should be based on image processing rather than spectrometry to successfully 

integrate and simplify the self-sensing mechanism and to enable fast 2D movement 

quantification mapping29–31. 

In this chapter, a soft self-sensing mechanochromic actuator supporting dual wireless 

actuation with infrared (IR) light and magnetic fields is presented (Figure 4-1a). The 

actuator is based on a nanostructured iron (Fe) film coupled to a thin free-standing soft 

polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) structure with a periodically corrugated back-side. The 

combination of materials allows single or dual optical/magnetic actuation (Figure 4-1b), 

while the periodically structured backside acts as a bendable diffraction grating, giving rise 

to structural coloration (Figure 4-1c). The optically/magnetically induced mechanical 

displacements in the free-standing structure generate intense structural colour changes (i.e. 

mechanochromic response) that are 2D-mapped and accurately quantified in real-time by 

the analysis of the Hue value in the pixels of the pictures taken by a conventional RGB 

camera or a smartphone camera. 

 
Figure 4-1. a) Schematic representation of the mechanochromic opto-magnetic soft 

actuator system. Inset picture: top-view image of the cantilever array (scale bar = 1 mm). 

b) Schematic of the two different actuation mechanisms (light and magnetic field 

gradients). c) Mechanochromic detection principle: changes of the cantilever angle 

produce a variation on the colour diffraction. 
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4.2.  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

4.2.1. Design and fabrication 

The fabrication process of the opto-magnetic mechanochromic actuator shares some steps 

with the fabrication process presented in Chapter 3. It can be divided in five steps (Figure 

4-2a): i) fabrication of the nanostructured iron layer composed of a hexagonal close-packed 

array of mechanically coupled iron “nanocaps” (diameter = 500 nm, thickness = 80 nm) that 

is prepared by combining colloidal self-assembly and electron beam Fe deposition32,33 

(Figure 4-2b; see Chapter 3); ii) preparation of the bendable photonic grating prepared by 

spin-coating PDMS (50 μm thickness) on a periodically corrugated silicone mould, obtained 

by casting a commercial diffraction grating (pitch 1600 nm) (Figure 4-2c); iii) mechanical 

coupling of the nanostructured Fe-layer to the flat surface of the PDMS by transfer printing; 

iv) definition of the suspended structures by laser writing (in this work, the dimensions of 

the structure are defined as length L = 1500 μm, width W = 600 μm and thickness t = 50 µm), 

and v) release from the grating mould (Figure 4-2d). Note that the fabricated free-standing 

structure presents an initial curvature caused by the residual mechanical stress between the 

metal and polymer layers which is responsible of the colour gradient observed before any 

external actuation (Figure 4-1a picture). 

 
Figure 4-2. a) Schematic of the fabrication process. b) SEM image of the nanostructured 

iron (scale bar = 500 nm). c) SEM image of the PDMS photonic grating (scale bar = 2 µm). 

d) Photograph of the cantilever array (scale bar = 1 mm). 
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4.2.2. Mechanochromic detection 

The periodically patterned PDMS surface diffracts white light, giving structural coloration 

to the free-standing actuator31. White light diffraction is described by Bragg’s law: 

𝑚𝜆=𝑑(𝑠𝑖𝑛(Ɵ𝑡) − 𝑠𝑖𝑛(Ɵ𝑖)), where m is the diffraction order, λ is the wavelength, d the grating 

pitch, and Ɵt and Ɵi are the transmitted and incident angles of the light relative to the surface 

normal (see Chapter 2). If the grating pitch and diffraction order are kept constant, the 

observed wavelength (i.e., colour) depends only on the incident and transmission angles 

with respect to the cantilever curvature. Therefore, any angular deflection of the structure 

is instantaneously converted into a structural colour change (i.e. mechanochromism). 

Therefore, the mechanical status of the free-standing structures is monitored in real-time 

by an RGB camera (analogous to any conventional smartphone camera) by using our open-

source software (Figure 4-3) that obtains the colour shade, i.e., the Hue (H) value (from the 

Hue-Saturation-Lightness colour space34) in the pixels selected by the defined region of 

interest (ROI). Remarkably, this colorimetric detection approach provides 2D 

mechanochromic maps with high spatial resolution, which is not feasible in colorimetric 

systems based on spectral measurements35–37. The high spatial resolution enables direct 

visualization of strain gradients and the simultaneous analysis of individual free-standing 

structures for multiplexed actuation/detection systems. 

 
Figure 4-3. a) Screenshot of the interface of the colour analysis open-source app.  b) 

Relationship between the cantilever angle and the displayed colour in wavelength and 

in the HSL colour space for incident and transmission angles Ɵ𝑖 = 0º and Ɵ𝑡 = 22º, 

respectively. 
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4.2.3. Colorimetric analysis of optical actuation 

Importantly, the selection of nanostructured iron layer on PDMS as constituting materials 

was motivated by the possibility to generate single and dual actuation based on their optical 

absorption and magnetic behaviour. The optical actuation of the structure is based on the 

photo-thermo-mechanical effects of a bimorph actuator, where the absorbed light by either 

the nanostructured iron or the PDMS layers, produces a temperature-induced mechanical 

surface stress that bends the structure5. The mechanical deflection is proportional to the 

temperature changes (ΔT) and the difference in thermal expansion coefficients () of the 

materials. Therefore, the high photothermal conversion efficiency combined with the large 

difference in the thermal expansion coefficient between the Fe and PDMS layers (i.e., αFe= 

1.1·10-5 K-1, αPDMS= 3.1·10-4 K-1) are crucial to maximize the photo-thermo-mechanical 

response of the actuators (see Chapter 2 and 3 for more details). The broadband absorption 

in the whole IR range enables light actuation outside the visible spectrum, and 

consequently, avoiding any crosstalk with the colorimetric detection system in the visible 

range. The broadband absorption range is achieved by the synergy between the damped 

plasmonic behaviour of the nanostructured-Fe layer, enabling strong absorption in the 

visible and near-infrared (NIR) and the PDMS strong absorption bands in the mid/long 

wave infrared (MWIR-LWIR) (see Chapter 3), which yields an average absorbance of 84% 

in the 0.4 µm to 18 µm range (minimum 75% @ 1250 nm – maximum 94% @ 530 nm). 

Importantly, the absorbed light is efficiently converted into thermal energy with minimal 

wavelength and incident angle dependence (due to its nanostructured morphology), as 

shown in Figure 4-4a (see Chapter 3 for more details on the material’s photothermal 

efficiency). Namely, a linear dependence of the induced temperature increase with the light 

irradiance is observed, with similar heating rates at 808 nm and 1470 nm (0,21 K cm2 mW-1 

and 0,20 K cm2 mW-1, respectively), in accordance with the nearly flat broadband 

absorption. Moreover, the heating rate is virtually independent of the incident angle (0 or 

45) for both wavelengths. 

The optomechanical actuation of the structures was characterized by taking advantage of 

the mechanochromic analysis strategy (Figure 4-1c). In Figure 4-4b, the colour change (i.e., 

the change in H, ΔH) at the cantilever free end (which is the region showing the largest 

deflection) is plotted as a function of the light intensity (I) for two NIR stimulation 

wavelengths (808 nm and 1470 nm). The light absorption caused a reduction of ΔH, which 

implies a reduction of the cantilever angle. Namely, the cantilever flattened its initial 

curvature upon the NIR actuation. The colour shift in Hue degrees (i.e., H-deg) provided a 

direct quantification of the mechanical actuation strength. Interestingly, the 

nanostructured-Fe/PDMS mechanochromic structure exhibited very notable colour 

changes upon laser irradiation, showing similar sensitivities (S = dH/dI) at 808 nm and 1470 

nm (i.e., SFe-808 = -0.62 H-deg·cm2·mW-1, SFe-1470 = -0.57 H-deg·cm2·mW-1), as expected from the 

photothermal characterization. Considering an experimental noise in the detection of the 

Hue changes of 0.35 H-deg, the minimum detectable NIR light irradiance is 1.8 mW·cm-2 

(see Methods). It is important to highlight, even though the nanostructured-Fe is able to 

absorb a significant percentage of the white light used for illuminating the structures, the 
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incident irradiance (ca. 1 mW·cm-2) is sufficiently low to avoid any observable effect on the 

actuation. Furthermore, by correlating the light-induced angular deflection (measured from 

the cantilever profile by image analysis) and the Hue change (i.e., 19.2 ± 0.5 H-deg/º 

according to Figure 4-5a), the minimum detectable deflection was determined to be 0.05° 

(see Methods). The opto-mechanical actuation was also correlated with the photothermal 

analysis to determine the relationship between colour shift and the induced temperature 

(Figure 4-5b). There is a nearly linear correlation between the colour change and the 

temperature, which is identical for both laser sources at 808 nm and 1470 nm. This analysis 

enables establishing a sensitivity of -3.0 H-deg·K-1 and a detection limit of 0.35 K, which can 

also be the base for innovative low-cost wireless temperature detectors. 

 
Figure 4-4. Optical actuation with colorimetric readout. a) Photo-thermal 

characterization of the nanostructured-Fe/PDMS for two different wavelengths (808 nm 

and 1470 nm) and two different angles of incidence (0º and 45º). b) Colorimetric response 

of the mechanochromic actuator to NIR light (λ = 808 nm and 1470 nm) with 

representative pictures showing the large colour changes. Scale bar = 0.5 mm. c) Colour 

shift generated by the sunlight filtered NIR-MWIR radiation focused on the right-side 

cantilever. Scale bar = 0.5 mm. d) Colour variation curve of the Fe/PDMS metamaterial 

actuated by the thermal IR emission radiated from PDMS or Al pieces (area 4 cm2) heated 

at 120ºC.  
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Due to the broadband light absorption of the nanostructured-Fe/PDMS structure, the 

mechanical actuation can be also performed by natural light sources, such as the sunlight 

and even the weak infrared thermal emission from a heated body. The actuation strength 

of the NIR- MWIR spectral part of the sunlight is quantified by filtering out the visible and 

UV sunlight with a silicon lens. The use of the silicon lens has two purposes: (i) to block all 

wavelengths below 1.1 μm, and (ii) to focus the remaining low intensity radiation (from 1.1 

μm to 2.5 μm38) into a single mechanochromic structure. The focused radiation yields a 

visually observable colour shift (96.3 H-deg) in comparison to the non-irradiated 

neighbouring structures (Figure 4-4c). Considering the previous angle and temperature 

calibration curves, an angular deflection of 5.2º, and a 32.5 K temperature increase is 

produced in the irradiated suspended structure by the absorbed NIR-MWIR sunlight 

(while the other structure remains unaltered). Additionally, the weak thermal emission in 

the MWIR- LWIR range from two emitters with very different emissivity (ε), PDMS (ε = 

0.86) and aluminium (Al) (ε = 0.04), were used to demonstrate the capacity of actuation by 

a broad thermal emitter. The emitters were heated up to 120 C, which corresponds to a 

peak wavelength of 7.5 μm, according to the blackbody radiation spectrum39 (see Chapter 

3). Figure 4-4d shows the large differences in the real-time colour shifts generated during 

the heating and cooling of both emitters (ca. 72 H-deg and 23 H-deg for the PDMS and Al 

emitters, respectively). Since the Al emissivity is very close to 0, and the measurements are 

not performed in vacuum, it can be assumed that the observed colour shift in this case arises 

only from the heated air, which should be similar for both emitters. Consequently, the 

contribution of the IR thermal emission from the PDMS emitter can be estimated by 

subtracting the Al signal, thus achieving a total MWIR-LWIR actuation signal of 49 H-deg. 

 
Figure 4-5. a) Colour change as a function of the cantilever angle variation. b) Colour 

change as a function of material temperature increase. Values extracted from 

photothermal characterization of Figure 4-4a. 

4.2.4. Colorimetric analysis of magnetic actuation 

In addition to the optical actuation, the magnetic character of the nanostructured-Fe layer 

enables the actuation using external magnetic fields. Interestingly, the semi-shells structure 

of the Fe layer confers it a magnetic response rather different from the soft-ferromagnetic 
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response expected for a polycrystalline flat Fe layer (i.e., a square in-plane loop with a small 

coercivity). The in-plane hysteresis loop evidences that the nanostructured-Fe exhibits in-

plane ferromagnetic vortex configuration40,41, where the magnetization of each Fe semi-

shell curls around the structure (see schematic representation in Figure 4-6a), leading to a 

linear low-field susceptibility with nearly zero remanence and a negligible coercivity 

(Figure 4-6a). The out-of-plane hysteresis loop (Figure 4-6a) corresponds to a hard axis 

behaviour, indicating that the magnetization is in the film plane at low fields. This magnetic 

behaviour opens up versatile actuation capabilities based on the combination of magnetic 

torques and attractive/repulsive magnetophoretic forces by field gradients, depending on 

the configuration of the applied external field. 

The magnetic actuation was characterized by analysing the mechanochromic response of 

the free-standing structure to the magnetic field generated by a spherical permanent 

magnet (FeNdB, 12 mm diameter; see schematic representation of the field lines in Figure 

4-6b,c). The actuating magnetic field strength and direction is controlled by (i) moving the 

magnet with respect to the structure either parallel or perpendicular to the structures plane 

and (ii) changing the orientation of the magnet poles with respect to the free-standing 

structures (see Figure 4-6b,c). The induced magnetic actuation arises mainly from a complex 

combination of magnetic torques and magnetophoretic forces by the field gradient (see 

Chapter 2)42,43, since the magnetostrictive contribution in Fe is expected to be much weaker. 

The relative contribution of each mechanism (torque and magnetophoretic) depends on the 

orientation of the magnetic field with respect to the nanostructured-Fe layer. Consequently, 

the response of the cantilever is different depending on the position and orientation of the 

magnet with respect to the cantilever (see Figure 4-6b,c). As can be seen in the figure, the 

free standing structures are very sensitive to the applied magnetic field except for one of 

the configurations. For example, when the magnet is approached from under the cantilever 

(Figure 4-6b) the magnetic sensitivity was determined to be -1.1 H-deg·mT-1 and 1.1 H-

deg·mT-1 for the two orientations of the magnet, respectively. On the other hand, when the 

magnet is approached along the structures (Figure 4-6c), the sensitivity can be even larger, 

reaching -3.1 H-deg·mT-1 and a detection limit of 0.34 mT when the direction of the poles of 

the magnet is perpendicular to the plane of the cantilever. Finally, it is worth emphasizing 

that this strong and versatile magnetic actuation can be achieved with relatively low 

magnetic fields (in the order of mT), and only having a tiny fraction of ferromagnetic 

material in the structure (the nanostructured Fe layer constitutes barely 0.5% of the total 

mass of the actuator). 
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Figure 4-6. Magnetic actuation with colorimetric readout. a) Characterization of the in-

plane (IP) and out-of-plane (OOP) magnetic response of the nanostructured-Fe/PDMS to 

an external magnetic field by Magneto-Optical Kerr Effect (MOKE). Shown in the inset is 

the schematic representation of the magnetic moments at zero field. b-c) Colorimetric 

detection of the magnetic actuation of a magnet moving in the direction b) normal to the 

cantilever plane and c) parallel to the cantilever, as shown schematically by the different 

cartoons. Hn and Hp represent the magnetic field orientation normal and parallel to the 

cantilever plane, respectively. The images in panels b) and c) correspond to the 

colorimetric response of the cantilever to diverse field conditions. 

4.2.5. Combined opto-magnetic actuation 

To demonstrate the full versatility of the structures, the optical and the magnetic actuation 

were combined (Figure 4-7). Since the magnetic actuation can drive the structure in both 

directions and the actuation mechanisms do not interfere between each other, two different 

approximations were explored: position the magnet to either (i) sum the optical and 

magnetic forces (Figure 4-7a) or (ii) to counteract the optical actuation by magnetic forces 

and vice versa (Figure 4-7b). In the first approach, the addition of photothermal and 

magnetic forces was shown in real time by the structure colour red-shifting. In the latter 

case, an initial magnetically-induced blue-shift was gradually overcompensated by 

increasing laser irradiation (λ = 808 nm), and vice versa. Therefore, both actuations can be 

used independently or combined. Also, they can counteract each other or sum up the 

actuation strength by only changing the orientation of the magnetic field with respect to the 

structure. Thereby, the possibility to combine both untethered actuation mechanisms 

together with the simplicity to adjust the magnetic response direction and the real-time self-
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sensing of the actuation, shows great promise to further develop multifunctional wireless 

and smart soft actuators. 

 

Figure 4-7. Real time colorimetric response monitoring of the actuator to simultaneous 

photothermal and magnetic actuation. The magnet is oriented with respect to the 

structure as in Figure 4-6c. The diverse pictures show representative images of the 

colorimetric response of the structure at each stage. Note that laser intensities “NIR 1, 2, 

3, 4 and 5” correspond to 75, 150, 225, 300 and 375 mW·cm-2, respectively, The magnetic 

field “H field increase 1, 2, 3 and 4” correspond to 35, 43, 55 and 71 mT, respectively. 

4.2.6. Actuation dynamics 

Other important factors to develop competitive externally controlled mechanical actuators 

are (i) their robustness and endurance, i.e., their capacity to return to the initial state after 

actuation repeated times and (ii) the dynamic actuation/detection range under time-varying 

actuation sources. Firstly, the dynamic response of the system during a single pulse of light 

and magnetic field was analysed (Figure 4-8a). In both cases, the colour abruptly changed 

during the initial second or actuation. However, while in the case of magnetic actuation the 

maximum deflection was almost instantaneous, in the case of light stimulation, the 

maximum deflection was only reached after 30 seconds due to the thermal swelling process. 

Similarly, the return to the original state was also much slower for the light stimulus due to 

the thermal cooling process of the material. In contrast, when the external magnetic field 
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was removed, the cantilever rapidly returned to its initial position. The periodic stimulation 

of the system with a square-pulsed laser (intensity 277 mW·cm-2) revealed a substantial 

decay of the maximum colour change (i.e., maximum deflection) when increasing the 

frequency of the pulses due to the slow thermal process (Figure 4-8b). Despite the 

movement amplitude decay, the optical actuation and detection could be performed up to 

10 Hz (Figure 4-8c). In parallel, the endurance and robustness of the nanostructured-

Fe/PDMS mechanochromic structure was confirmed by the reversible optical 

actuation/detection for more than 200 on-off cycles at high light intensities (Figure 4-8d).  

 
Figure 4-8. Demonstration of the opto-mechanical robustness and dynamic response 

of the nanostructured-Fe/PDMS metamaterial. a) Real-time detection of the colour 

response (normalized) in a complete on-off cycle of NIR light (I = 277 mW·cm-2) and 

magnetic field (oH = 76 mT). b) Colorimetric response induced by square-shaped laser 

radiation at increasing frequency. c) Real-time colorimetric response to a 10 Hz laser 

pulse. d) Long-term response under >200 on-off cycles. 

4.3. CONCLUSIONS 

In summary, an untethered dual mechanochromic soft actuator that is capable to 

independently respond to both light and magnetic stimuli (either individually or 

combined) is developed. In addition, the system allows for a real-time colorimetric readout 

of the actuation strength using a simple RGB (e.g., smartphone) camera. The combination 

of a nanostructured Fe-layer mechanically linked to a PDMS layer enables merging optical 
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and magnetic actuation due to the unique combination of intense and broadband optical 

absorption of the bilayer and the high magnetic moment and tailored magnetic 

configuration of the nanostructured iron layer. The Fe/PDMS metamaterial not only shows 

high sensitivity both using light (-0.62 H-deg·cm2·mW-1) and magnetic fields (-3.1 H-

deg·mT-1) but also a remarkable endurance. It is worth to emphasize that in contrast to other 

proposed procedures, this soft opto-magnetic actuator enables independent, dual opto-

magnetic actuation mechanisms, in which the temperature-independent magnetic 

actuation can rapidly regulate or amplify the photothermal response with controlled 

strength and direction, only using a tiny amount of magnetic material, as well as low 

magnetic fields. The dual opto-magnetic responsivity of the system and its 

mechanochromic self-sensing capabilities provide new appealing pillars for the future 

development of wireless multifunctional smart systems for soft-robotics and soft actuator 

applications in diverse fields. 
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5. Stretchable Plasmonic-Enhanced 

Fabry-Perot Cavities Based on Self-

Swallowed Arrays of Au Semi-shells 

in Elastomer Films 
Stretchable photonics is a field in rapid development facing many different challenges. One 

of them is the efficient integration of optical elements into stretchable matrixes. In this line, 

the inclusion of plasmonic nanoparticles and photonic structures in elastomeric arrays are 

an interesting option to include optically-responsive elements into deformable materials. 

In this work, the fabrication of the first stretchable plasmonic-enhanced Fabry-Perot cavity 

is demonstrated. The material is composed by an array of gold (Au) semi-shells embedded 

into a wrinkled elastomer matrix. The mechanical tensions during the fabrication process 

produce the spontaneous swallowing of the semi-shells inside the matrix, as well as the 

generation of surface wrinkles. Thanks to this particular geometry and composition, the 

material presents multiple Fabry-Perot resonances which are amplified by the intrinsic 

plasmonic resonances of the semi-shells and tuned by the surface wrinkles. The optical 

response to applied strain is numerically and experimentally determined, demonstrating a 

competitive sensitivity in both wavelength and intensity variations, and showing large 

robustness and long-term reliability. Finally, the photothermal capabilities of the Au semi-

shells were explored to incorporate additional value to the material for temperature or light 

sensing applications. This work takes a step forward to the generation of novel stretchable 

optical materials and its applications in flexible photonics, such as wireless strain sensing. 
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5.1. INTRODUCTION 

During the last decade, the development of flexible and stretchable devices has enormously 

expanded. Flexible electronics is already a mature field with significant applications as 

wearable devices1 or in-situ health diagnosis2,3. In this line, the integration of optical 

structures into foldable or stretchable devices can drastically expand the range of potential 

applications. For example, the development of foldable photonic systems (i.e. optical 

structures with high robustness to bending and twisting) has been encouraged by the 

demand of flexible displays4–6. However, the development of stretchable photonic systems 

has been hampered by the difficulty to achieve robust and controlled integration of the 

optical elements into soft, elastic matrixes. Two different approaches can be distinguished 

in the field of stretchable photonics. On the one hand, optical structures that operate in 

harsh mechanical conditions conserving their optical features (such as stretchable LEDs7 

and optical waveguides8,9) are interesting for flexible electronics and displays. On the other 

hand, devices whose optical properties can be reversibly tuned by the application of a 

mechanical strain are appealing for applications in sensing, imaging and communications. 

In this context, stretchable optical fibres have shown the capacity to withstand large 

deformations and to provide reversible and sensitive light transmission changes under 

mechanical deformations10. However, they are limited by the need of optical 

interconnections and do not allow direct visualization of the strain distribution on a surface. 

On the other hand, photonic and plasmonic micro/nanostructures are interesting 

alternatives since they can also provide spectral mechanical responses (i.e. 

mechanochromism). Mechanochromic materials are usually based on photonic gratings11,12 

or plasmonic nanoparticle arrays13–16 (see Chapter 1 and 4). Their colour change induced by 

mechanical deformation allows both optomechanical tuneability and 2D mapping of the 

strain in the material. Photonic gratings can be very sensitive, but they usually require 

highly reflective substrates to work in the reflection mode and show high angular 

dependence, which complicates their incorporation into certain functional devices. In 

contrast, plasmonic-based stretchable materials generally present angle-independence and 

high optical signal. However, their mechanical spectral tuneability and sensitivity is lower 

and sometimes lack of a wide linear detection range. To overcome some of these limitations, 

materials that present a combined photonic and plasmonic response to mechanical 

stimulation are currently being investigated to obtain the benefits of both types17,18. 

Nevertheless, there is a need to develop new stretchable optical devices with larger 

mechanical tuneability, versatility and sensitivity, as well as to simplify their fabrication 

and improve the robust integration. 

Here, the first stretchable and plasmonic-enhanced Fabry-Perot material is presented. It is 

composed of an array of plasmonic semi-shells integrated into an elastomeric film by an 

innovative self-swallowing process. The mechanisms that are responsible for the 

spontaneous swallowing of Au semi-shells into the elastomer matrix and the wrinkle 

formation are first analysed, demonstrating that the process can be controlled by the 

polymer curing temperature. Then, the opto-mechanical response of the self-embedded 

arrays of semi-shells is characterized, providing theoretical and experimental 
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demonstrations of the plasmonic and Fabry-Perot optical modes, together with the 

influence of the wrinkled PDMS surface. Finally, the sensitivity of the material to the 

applied strain is analysed, together with the demonstration of its robustness and versatile 

usage. 

5.2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

5.2.1. Fabrication 

The fabrication process is schematically shown in Figure 5-1a and described as follows. 

Firstly, an array of Au semi-shells is fabricated by colloidal self-assembly of polystyrene 

nanospheres on a silicon substrate, followed by Reactive Ion Etching (RIE) to slightly reduce 

and tune the particle size, and Au evaporation by highly directional electron beam vapour 

deposition. Then, the liquid PDMS mixed at a 10:1 ratio with the cross-linker, is poured on 

the semi-shell array, and it is cured in an oven under controlled temperature. After 

releasing the cured PDMS layer from the substrate, two remarkable and unexpected 

morphologic effects are observed: i) the arrays of Au semi-shells were swallowed by the 

polymer matrix (this was revealed by the cross-section analysis of the cured PDMS films) 

and ii) the spontaneous formation of large wrinkles at the same surface. For a curing 

temperature of 100C, the penetration depth was approximately 1 µm for all the semi-shells. 

The embedded semi-shells closely followed the wrinkles pattern, which exhibited an 

amplitude (A) and wavelength () of 1 µm and 16 µm, respectively (Figure 5-1b,c). 

To comprehensively explain these phenomena, Figure 5-2a illustrates the dynamics during 

the curing process. The most probable cause for the self-swallowing of the Au semi-shells 

arrays and the spontaneous wrinkle formation is the stress generated by the differential 

curing rate in the PDMS matrix, which is locally accelerated by the Au interfaces acting as 

polymerization catalysts. This was motivated by the fact that PDMS polymerization is 

based on a hydrosilylation reaction, which is catalysed by transition metal complexes19. 

Typical commercial curing agents include platinum complexes, but other transition metals 

(e.g., gold) can also behave as a catalyst and promote local cross-linking reactions. 

Therefore, the accelerated curing rate of the elastomer in contact to the Au interfaces 

produced a mechanical stress that is sufficiently strong to overcome the weak Van der 

Waals forces between the Au semi-shells and the substrate, thereby swallowing the Au 

semi-shells inside the polymeric matrix. This enhanced curing reaction also generated a 

stiffer skin polymer layer, which was the responsible of forming the wrinkled pattern. 
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Figure 5-1. a) Schematic of the fabrication process. b) Cross-section SEM image of the 

wrinkled-PDMS with swallowed Au-semi-shells. Scale = 2 µm. c) Confocal microscopy 

image of the wrinkled PDMS surface. Scale = 20 µm. 

 

Figure 5-2. a) Schematic of the self-swallowing process of the Au semi-shells due to the 

differential curing rate and generation of mechanical stress in the material. 

To demonstrate this hypothesis, two control tests were carried out. Firstly, the PDMS was 

substituted by a photocurable silicone. Since the polymerization reaction was only driven 
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by the ultraviolet light in this case, the Au semi-shells stayed at the polymer surface and 

the wrinkles were not formed (Figure 5-3a). In addition, in an analogous experiment the Au 

coating was substituted by Al, which is not a catalyst for the cross-linking reaction. In these 

conditions the PDMS was thermally cured at a homogeneous rate without generating local 

mechanical stress. As a result, the Al semi-shells also remained at the polymer surface 

(Figure 5-3b) and the wrinkles were not formed. 

 

Figure 5-3. a) Top-view SEM image of half-embedded Au semi-shells on photocurable 

silicone. Scale = 1 µm. b) Top-view SEM image of half-embedded Al semi-shells on 

PDMS. Scale = 1 µm. c) Confocal microscopy image of PDMS cured at room temperature 

on an Au semi-shells array. Scale = 20 µm. Colour scale range (blue to red) = 1.74 µm. 

The wrinkles formation triggered by the local stiffening of the top PDMS layer is consistent 

with the linear buckling theory. If a hard skin layer in contact to a soft semi-infinite 

substrate is considered, the surface wrinkles are created when the residual strain overcomes 

a certain threshold value20, c, given by: 
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where EL and ES are the Young’s modulus of skin layer and the substrate, respectively. If 

this condition is fulfilled, the wrinkles’ amplitude (A)  and wavelength () are governed by 

the following equations: 
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where hL is the thickness of the skin layer and ε the generated strain. Therefore, the wrinkle 

dimensions depend on the Young’s Modulus mismatch and the thickness of the hard skin 

layer. In the case of the Au enhanced cross-linking, the differential curing rates inside the 

PDMS provoked an increased Young’s Modulus in the thin layer in contact to the Au 

interfaces, which generated the stress responsible of the wrinkles formation. 

Remarkably, both the semi-shells swallowing depth and the associated wrinkles 

dimensions (A, ) can be accurately controlled and tuned with the curing rate. In order to 

isolate the temperature dependence from other factors affecting the curing rate, the area of 

the sample and the PDMS volume were kept constant. As can be observed in Figure 5-4a, 

both semi-shell penetration depth and wrinkle wavelength were sharply reduced as the 

curing temperature increased up to 140C, after which the reduction was much slower. The 

lower depth can be explained by the very rapid viscosity increase generated by the cross-

linker in the whole PDMS matrix, which hampered the Au semi-shells penetration inside 

the polymer. Therefore, lower curing temperatures enable a longer penetration time before 

the polymer matrix is fully cross-linked and stops the process. However, heating is needed 

to trigger the catalytic effect of Au, as curing at room temperature lead unwrinkled surfaces 

with the semi-shells next to the surface (Figure 5-3c). 

Interestingly, these effects can be spatially controlled by exploiting the high photothermal 

efficiency of Au semi-shells21,22 to generate the local heat necessary to activate the 

polymerization reaction by the cross-linker and the Au interfaces. To prove it, an infrared 

light beam (diameter 2 mm, wavelength 1064 nm, intensity 6 W/cm2) was used to irradiate 

the Au semi-shell array covered by liquid PDMS. The photo-induced heat was sufficient to 

crosslink the PDMS, and to generate a clear increase of the wrinkle wavelength as the 

temperature decreases (Figure 5-4b), which confirmed the dependence of the wrinkle 

morphology on the curing rate. The temperature gradient generated by the infrared light is 

shown in Figures 5-4c,d. 
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Figure 5-4 | a) Schematic of the self-swallowing process of the Au semi-shells due to the 

differential curing rate and generation of mechanical stress in the material. b) 

Dependence of the semi-shells penetration depth and wrinkle wavelength on the curing 

temperature. c) Gradient photothermal curing: temperature and wrinkle wavelength as 

a function to the distance to the laser spot. d) Thermographic image of the laser 

irradiation (colour bar range from 20C to 75C), where the yellow rectangle represents 

the sample. e) Confocal microscopy image of the photothermally cured sample. The 

discontinuous red arrow shows the temperature gradient (from high to low 

temperature). 

5.2.2. Optomechanical characterization 

The new capacity to integrate arrays of plasmonic nanoparticles at controlled depths inside 

a transparent elastomer matrix opens the path to the development of novel opto-

mechanically active stretchable devices. This remarkable ability can be observed in the 

reflection spectra of the semi-shell arrays inside the PDMS cured at different temperatures 

and under increasing strains in Figure 5-5a,b,c. To do so, a fibre-couple halogen lamp 

coupled to a bifurcated optical fibre-bundle was used, transmitting the incident light to the 

sample and collecting the reflected light, which was spectroscopically analysed. 

In the case of 140C curing temperature, the semi-shells penetration was ca. 700 nm and the 

reflection spectra presented three clear peaks, whose peaks positions and intensities 

experienced intense blue-shifts and intensity increases, respectively, as the film was 

stretched. (Figure 5-5a). The curing at 100C with a penetration depth of 1000 nm (Figure 5-

5b) gave rise to four narrower reflection peaks that also showed blue-shifts under an 

increasing strain, although the intensity increase was slightly lower. Finally, the sample 

cured at 60C showing semi-shells penetration of 1500 nm (Figure 5-5c) exhibited five 

reflection peaks that clearly blue-shifted, but whose amplitude remained low even at high 

strain. This opto-mechanical behaviour is in stark contrast with the spectral response of the 
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semi-shell array that were directly transferred to the surface of cured PDMS (Figure 5-5d). 

This sample showed a broad reflection peak from 650 nm to 1100 nm, whose peak position 

and intensity barely changed by the stretching. 

To understand the nature of these multiple peaks, both the penetration depth of the Au 

semi-shell arrays and the wrinkled pattern should be considered. The semi-shell array 

behaves as a plasmonic enhanced broadband highly reflective layer inside the PDMS 

matrix, thereby creating a Fabry-Perot (FP) cavity. In the FP cavity, the incoming light 

suffers multiple reflections leading to constructive and destructive interferences depending 

on its wavelength and the cavity length. Therefore, the reflected light presents peaks at the 

wavelengths that fulfil the cavity resonance conditions. However, the observed resonances 

were not equally intense in the experiment, being the peaks located at shorter wavelengths 

weaker. This is due to the coupling of the FP modes with the localized plasmon resonances 

(LSPR) of the Au semi-shells. As Figure 5-5d shows, the reflectance of the Au semi-shells 

arrays on the surface is maximized in the 650 nm to 1100 nm range and substantially decay 

for lower wavelengths, thus reducing the efficiency of the FP cavity. This reflectance 

decrease is consistent with the Finite Difference Time Domain (FDTD) simulations of the 

Au arrays of semi-shells with diameters spanning from 140 nm to 170 nm, i.e. in the same 

range of the observed experimental diameters (davg = 160 ± 12 nm) (Figure 5-6). As a result, 

the plasmonic-enhanced FP cavity effects were mainly observed in the 650 nm to 1100 nm 

range. 
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Figure 5-5. a) Optomechanical response in the reflection spectra as a function of the 

generated strain of the swallowed arrays of Au semi-shells inside the PDMS cured at 

140C, b) 100C and c) 60C. d) Experimental reflection spectra as a function of the strain 

the array of Au semi-shells transferred on the cured PDMS surface. e) FDTD simulations 

of the opto-mechanical response of the Au- semi-shells /FP cavity in the reflection spectra 

for increasing mechanical strain parallel to the sample surface. f) Schematic of the light 

reflection in the wrinkled FP-cavity before and after applying mechanical strain, together 

with the optical microscopy images of the wrinkled surface at 0% and 30% strain. Scale 

bar = 20 µm. 
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Figure 5-6. a) SEM top-view image of a Au semi-shell array on silicon. Scale = 500 nm. b) 

FDTD simulations and experimental measure of Au semi-shell arrays transferred to a 

PDMS substrate. 

The FP cavity also explains the blue-shift of the multiple resonant peaks exhibited in Figure 

5-5a,b,c induced by the film stretching. The strain parallel to the film yields a compression 

in the perpendicular directions that can be estimated by the Poisson ration of the material. 

As a result, the applied stress produces a reduction in the polymer cavity, thereby causing 

the blue-shift of the resonant peaks. This behaviour is consistent with the FDTD simulations 

of the nanoplasmonic-FP cavity mimicking the mechanical strain (Figure 5-5e). A semi-shell 

array of 150 nm of diameter and penetration depth of 700 nm was selected to model the 

sample cured at 140C (Figure 5-5a). The induced strains were simulated in the direction 

parallel to the film ranging from 0 to 30% by increasing the pitch of the semi-shell arrays in 

that direction, taking into account the expected shortening in the perpendicular directions, 

given by the Poisson ratio of the PDMS23. The simulations showed the multiple peaks 

arising from the FP-cavity/LSPR coupling together with the blue-shift for increasing strain, 

achieving a 78 nm shift at 30% strain for the peak initially located at 1050 nm, which agrees 

with the experimental results (76 nm blue-shift). 

To experimentally corroborate that the blue-shift was due to the variation of the FP cavity 

thickness and not to plasmonic near-field interaction between semi-shells, the opto-

mechanical response was experimentally analysed by using polarized light parallel and 

perpendicular to the stretching direction (Figure 5-7). In the case of a near-field interaction 

between semi-shells, a blue-shift would be expected due to the separation of semi-shells in 

the stretching direction, and red-shift in the perpendicular direction resulting from the 

compression. However, similar blue-shifts in both polarization directions were observed, 

thereby confirming the FP cavity shrinking effect. The negligible near-field interaction 

between the Au semi-shells was also responsible of the extremely weak opto-mechanical 

response of the Au semi-shells arrays transferred to the flat surface of the cured PDMS 

(Figure 5-5d). 
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Figure 5-7. Optomechanical response of the swallowed arrays of Au semi-shells inside 

the PDMS to increasing strain. Incident light is polarized in parallel (a) and perpendicular 

(b) to the stretching direction. 

Although the spectral shifts were accurately modelled, the FDTD simulations did not 

predict the large intensity increase experimentally generated in the strained samples, which 

can be attributed to the wrinkled surface (Figure 5-5f). The surface corrugation generated 

the reflection and refraction of the incident light at higher angles following the Snell law, 

thus causing an important decrease in the transmitted and reflected light in the normal 

direction in which the light was captured by the optical fibre. As the film stretching reduced 

the wrinkles amplitude and wavelength, the light reflection and refraction angles shifted 

towards the incident direction, thus increasing intensity captured by the optical fibre. In 

addition, an optical microscope was used to observe the changes in the wrinkle pattern at 

different strains and to correlate the images with the spectral measurements (Figure 5-5f). 

For increasing strain, the wrinkled patterns flattened and the colour shifted from dark red 

to a combination between red and green. This was consistent with the detected blue-shift 

of the reflection peaks in spectral measurements.  

Interestingly, the spontaneous wrinkle generation effect was also observed on PDMS films 

cured on flat Au films without Au semi-shells (Figure 5-8). Analogously, the gold surface 

is responsible to accelerate the cross-linking at the PDMS surface, thereby generating a 

stiffer layer that could be observed experimentally (Figure 5-8a) and consequently, the 

formation of surface wrinkles (Figure 5-8b). To demonstrate the easiness of this surface 

patterning procedure, PDMS was cured on a substrate coated by gold on only half of the 

surface. As a results, a PDMS sample displaying surface wrinkles only on the part cured on 

gold was obtained (Figure 5-8c). This also confirmed the importance of the Au interface to 

induce the hardening of the PDMS skin layer. Furthermore, this sample, only composed by 

PDMS, also shows an increase in the reflection and transmission in response to strain as a 

result of the wrinkles flattening (Figure 5-9). 
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Figure 5-8. a) SEM cross-section image of wrinkled PDMS cured on a flat gold surface. 

Scale = 1 µm. b) Confocal microscopy image of wrinkled PDMS without semi-shells. Scale 

= 50 µm. c) Picture of a PDMS sample cured on a silicon sample with half of the surface 

with gold coating. The surface wrinkles appear only on the left side, which are visible 

due to the light scattering. Scale = 5 mm. 

 

Figure 5-9.  Transmission (a) and reflection (b) spectra to increasing strains for a surface-

wrinkled PDMS without Au semi-shells. 
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5.2.3. Application to strain sensing 

To demonstrate the use of this new material as an optical strain sensor, the optomechanical 

response of the sample cured at 140ºC is analysed (Figure 5-10). In order to work in the 

linear range and be able to measure in both compression and stretching directions, a pre-

strain of 13.6% was set as the origin point. The material shows a wavelength shifting 

sensitivity of -2.31, -2.04 and -2.47 nm·%S-1 for each of the three peaks, respectively (Figure 

5-10a). The three resonances present similar sensitivities in terms of wavelength shifting 

since the phenomenon is purely photonic. By contrast, the peaks close to the plasmonic 

resonance display a much bigger sensitivity differences in terms of reflection intensity due 

to the amplification of the light reflection, being 0.45, 1.07 and 1.30 %R·%S-1 (Figure 5-10b). 

The wavelength strain sensitivity of this material is competitive with the plasmonic strain 

sensors reported to date, which range between 0.7 and 3.5 nm·%S-1. However, not many 

materials are reported to detect strain in both wavelength and reflectivity. In this material, 

the strain measurements can be also carried out by exploiting the intensity increase in the 

650-1100 nm wavelength range or even combining both responses. Furthermore, the 

multiple resonances along the visible and infrared spectrum allows the detection at the 

most convenient wavelength in each particular scenario. Then, the robustness of the 

material was demonstrated by testing it to over 100 stretching-compression cycles. Its 

response did not show many significant variations neither in wavelength shift (Figure 5-

10c) or in reflectivity change (Figure 5-10d), thereby demonstrating its long-term reliability 

as strain sensing material. 

Finally, the optomechanical properties of the material were further explored by taking 

advantage of the photothermal capabilities of Au semi-shells. As previously described, the 

photogenerated heat by the Au semi-shells is capable to increase the temperature of the 

sample very efficiently. Therefore, the photo-induced mechanical strain to the material due 

to the high thermal expansion of PDMS was analysed by heating the material by an infrared 

laser (λ = 1064 nm) (Figure 5-10e). A red-shifting and a decrease in intensity of the 

resonances were observed for increasing temperatures. This behaviour was attributed to 

the thermal expansion of PDMS, which widens the Fabry-Perot cavity and swell the surface 

wrinkles. The demonstration that the photogenerated heat can be also used for actuation 

and detected by the material optical response opens the path for new strategies in 

temperature and light detection or even in combination with mechanical structures for new 

classes of soft robotics. 
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Figure 5-10. a-b) Resonance wavelength shift (a) and reflectivity variations (b) of the 

three different resonances for stretching and compression of the Au-semi-

shells/wrinkled PDMS cured at 140ºC. c-d) Wavelength and reflection values for the 

most intense resonance of the material for 100 cycles of stretching and compression. e) 

Visible spectrum of the material after being heated with an infrared laser (λ = 1064 nm) 

at different intensities. 
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5.3. CONCLUSIONS 

In this work, a stretchable optomechanical material composed by an Au semi-shell array 

embedded into a wrinkled PDMS matrix was developed. The self-swallowing of the Au 

semi-shells and the wrinkling of the PDMS surface was demonstrated to be caused by a 

differential curing rate between the bulk PDMS and the surface, which can be controlled 

through the curing temperature. Also, the photothermal capabilities were explored to 

perform the polymer cross-linking using an infrared light source. Then, the opto-

mechanical response of the material was characterized: the reflection spectrum is composed 

by multiple Fabry-Perot resonances that are amplified by the coupling with the plasmonic 

modes of the semi-shells. These resonances blue-shift and present an enormous increase in 

reflectivity upon mechanical strain due to the shrinking of the FP cavity and the flattening 

of the surface wrinkles, respectively. Finally, the response of the material was determined 

by measuring the wavelength shift and the reflectivity increase, demonstrating a 

competitive sensitivity and a versatile measuring methodology, together with large 

robustness of the material. Also, additional usages in actuation or light detection were 

proposed by taking advantage of the photothermal capabilities of semi-shells. Overall, this 

study demonstrates a novel class of plasmomechanical materials and sets the foundations 

for their application to flexible photonic systems, such as wireless strain sensors adaptable 

to environments of difficult access and curved surfaces. 
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6. Conclusions and Future Work 
In this thesis, different challenges in the study, development and application of soft 

plasmomechanical metamaterials have been tackled. In particular, the use of metal 

nanostructures in combination with soft polymers has been demonstrated to be especially 

appealing to develop diverse sensing and actuation platforms. The tunable optical features 

of plasmonic materials, such as their enhanced absorption or selective resonances, together 

with the special mechanical properties of elastomers have been used and combined to 

achieve the necessary optomechanical (and even magnetomechanical) response for each 

particular application. Hereunder, the specific conclusions of this thesis are detailed.  
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6.1. CONCLUSIONS 

 The damped plasmonic behaviour of nanostructured Fe (Fe semi-shells) have been 

explored, demonstrating broadband absorption from UV to NIR. The proposed Fe 

nanomaterial can be transferred to flexible/elastic substrates such as PDMS. This 

combination of materials achieves an unprecedented ultrabroadband and angle-

independent absorption (average 84% from 0.3 to 18 µm) due to the enhanced light 

transmission of Fe and the strong absorption bands of PDMS in the MWIR-LWIR. 

 The broadband and angle-independent light absorption of the material, together with 

the mismatch of the mechanical properties between the nanostructured-Fe and PDMS is 

exploited to build light-responsive soft actuators. Specifically, a prototype for a self-

regulating iris is developed, which automatically regulates the light transmitted through 

the device by opening/closing its aperture as a function of the incident intensity. The 

device can be operated by different light sources within the UV, visible and IR part of 

the spectrum. Furthermore, a light-controlled mechanical gripper and a light-triggered 

electrical switch are also demonstrated. These results open the path to different 

applications in power free light regulation, such as ophthalmologic devices, light 

protectors or optomechanical components in soft-robotics. 

 The magnetic properties of the nanostructured-Fe have been studied and exploited to 

add magneto-mechanical response to the developed actuators. The combination of light 

and magnetic actuation has been demonstrated, enabling multi-functionality, as well as 

regulation of optical actuation with magnetic fields (or vice-versa). Furthermore, the 

dynamic response of the structure as well as their endurance have been demonstrated. 

 A self-sensing strategy for soft actuators has been designed and incorporated. This is 

based on the mechanochromic response of photonic gratings in movable structures, 

together with the implementation of an automated analysis software based on the real-

time measurements of the Hue pixel values on the images captured with a conventional 

camera. The mechanical status of the structure and therefore, any actuation (arising from 

light or magnetic fields, for example) can be detected wirelessly, in real-time and 2D-

mapped. This technology can be employed for the real-time wireless detection of 

mechanical strain in deformable materials and combined with actuators to develop 

automated soft robotic systems. 

 A new stretchable material based on Au semi-shells that are self-embedded into a 

wrinkled elastomeric matrix at controlled depths has been developed. Its fabrication 

process shows an innovative procedure based on the mechanical tensions during the 

polymer crosslinking that is catalysed by the Au surface of the nanostructures. The 

curing temperature has been demonstrated to be critical during the process and thereby 

allowing to tune the morphological and the optomechanical response of the material. 

 Due to its peculiar morphology, the Au-semi-shell/wrinkled-PDMS material shows an 

unconventional optomechanical behaviour that combines the coupling between the 

plasmonic resonances of Au semi-shells and Fabry-Perot cavities together with the 
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scattering effects of surface wrinkling. Its reflection spectrum responds to mechanical 

strain in both wavelength and intensity, with similar sensitivity to other reported 

materials with more complex fabrication processes. It also shows strong robustness and 

stretchability that makes it suitable for wireless strain sensing in environments of 

difficult access and/or curved surfaces.  

6.2. FUTURE PERSPECTIVES 

Even though considering the latest advances in this topic (including this thesis), the field of 

soft plasmomechanical metamaterials is not yet mature, and therefore there is still a long 

way to go towards the implementation of these materials into different functional 

applications. Here, the upcoming perspectives regarding the specific work done in this 

thesis are detailed. 

 The self-regulating artificial iris will be optimized to match the specific requirements 

needed for the implementation into functional prosthetic ophthalmological devices. In 

particular, the optomechanical response will be set adequate according to the specific 

needs by tuning the material morphology. Also, the initial curvature of the actuators due 

to the fabrication pre-strain will be studied and controlled to be able to achieve 

closed/open movement in both directions. 

 Taking advantage of the magneto-mechanic properties demonstrated in this thesis, more 

complex designs for multifunctional actuators can be developed. In particular, different 

key tasks in soft robotics need to be tested, such as crawling or propulsion, among others. 

Furthermore, the responsivity of the material to other stimuli (such as organic solvents) 

will be studied in order to incorporate extra functionalities and applications. 

 In this line, fully automatized untethered soft robotic systems will be developed by 

implementing the mechanochromic self-detection as input signal into the control system 

of light or magnetic sources (such as lasers or electromagnets), thereby creating a closed 

feedback loop of sensing and actuation. 

 The application of nanostructured-Fe/PDMS actuators to new energy harvesting 

systems will be considered: the movement arising from the broadband absorption of 

natural light sources (e.g. sunlight, thermal IR) could be converted into electric current 

by the addition of piezoelectric materials at the actuator, thereby generating renewable 

energy. In this line, the light-triggered electrical switch demonstrated in this work sets a 

foundation for the development of energy saving systems. 

 The implementation of the Au-semi-shells/PDMS metamaterial into functional devices, 

such as strain sensing in buildings, vehicles or textiles will be studied. Also, its 

application as mechanically tunable light filters for smart windows and reversible optics 

will be considered. 

 Finally, there is still room for more basic experimental work regarding the combination 

of metal nanostructures and soft polymers. Other metals, different dimensions and 
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geometries, together with polymers with different mechanical properties can open the 

path to new possibilities and applications. 



APPENDIX A: Experimental Techniques 

1. FABRICATION 

1.1. Polymer substrates 

This thesis is based on the use of soft polymers, specially focusing on PDMS. The selection 

of PDMS is motivated by its reduced Young’s Modulus, high elasticity and low cost. Sylgard 

184 was selected due to its commercial availability and to be widely reported the literature. 

Preparation 

PDMS preparation consists on mixing the base polymer with the curing agent, which 

contains the polymer chains together with a platinum-based catalyst that promotes the 

crosslinking reaction between both components. If not specified, the mixing ratio is 10:1. 

However, variation of the ratios can alter its physicochemical properties, such as its 

viscosity and Young’s modulus. The resultant mixture is degassed in a vacuum chamber 

until no observable bubbles are left in the mixture and then poured on the desired substrate. 

Substrates 

The substrates that are used in this work for curing the PDMS vary depending on the 

application. In chapter 3, the PDMS thin films are fabricated on a 5 mm thick PDMS 

substrate (that is fabricated using a standard 10 mm diameter Petri dish as a mould). In 

chapter 4, the periodically-corrugated PDMS films are produced by spin-coating on a 

PDMS replica of the photonic grating master mould, thereby achieving the exact replication 

of its surface corrugation. In both chapters, the PDMS substrates were previously coated by 

a silane compound (Tridecafluoro-1,1,2,2-tetrahydrooctyl)trichlorosilane (97%, ABCR) to create 

a monolayer that avoids permanent bonding between the polymers and therefore easies the 

release of the PDMS thin films. The silanization was performed by applying an oxygen 

plasma (100W, 1 minute) to the substrate, followed by placing the substrate and 1 mL of 

silane in a vacuum chamber, pumping for 30 minutes, and leaving it in vacuum for 90 

minutes. In chapter 5, the PDMS is poured on the (gold/gold-semi-shell)-coated silicon 

wafer chips. 

Spin-coating 

To achieve a thickness control of PDMS thin films, spin-coating was selected as a standard 

technique to produce polymer thin films. Following the fabrication parameters that are 

described in the literature, the 50 µm thin films were produced by spin-coating the PDMS 

mixture at 1000 rpm for 90 seconds. Thinner films can be achieved by either increasing the 

spin rate or the total time of spin-coating. 
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Curing 

The cross-linking reaction of PDMS is spontaneous at room temperature. However, the 

curing time at room temperature is about 3 days, while it is enormously diminished by 

heating the mixture. In chapters 3 and 4, the PDMS thick substrates were cured in an oven 

at 80ºC for 1 hour, while the PDMS thin films were cured in an oven at 80ºC for at least 20 

minutes. In chapter 5, the curing using an oven is done at temperatures between 60ºC and 

200ºC, and the curing using photothermia is demonstrated by using a NIR laser diode with 

emission wavelength at 808 nm (B1-808-1500-15A, Sheaumann), achieving temperatures up 

to 90ºC approximately. 

1.2. Plasmonic nanostructures 

This thesis exploits the versatile physical properties of metallic semi-shells. Its fabrication 

is inexpensive and tuneable depending on the specific needs for each application. The 

process consists in the following steps: 

Self-assembly of polystyrene nanospheres 

The metallic semi-shells are based on the use of polystyrene nanospheres (Life Technologies) 

as a mould to achieve the hemispherical shape. To fabricate this template, the polystyrene 

nanospheres are deposited on a silicon substrate by colloidal self-assembly which works as 

follows: the commercial latex nanosphere solution (Life Technologies) is diluted at ratio 1:1 

with ethanol (Sigma Aldrich, 96%). In this thesis, the nanospheres diameter can range 

between 200 nm and 500 nm depending on the application. Then, a monolayer of spheres 

is formed at the air/water interface that is on an immersed silicon wafer, leading to a 

spontaneously organized hexagonal close-packed 2D structure. The procedure to deposit 

the nanospheres at the interface consists on sliding the nanospheres solution on a 

hydrophilic ramp, leading to a low contact angle between the water surface and the ramp, 

allowing the nanospheres to remain at the air/water interface. Once the monolayer is fully 

formed, the water is drained depositing the nanospheres layer on the silicon substrate. The 

resultant sample is dried at ambient air. 

Reactive Ion Etching 

In order to separate the close-packed arrangement of spheres isotropically, Reactive Ion 

Etching (Oxford Instruments) was used. In short, it creates a physico-chemical etching by 

plasma generation that is element-selective depending on the applied gas, and its power 

and gas flow can be tuned in order to achieve the desired etching rate. To etch the 

polystyrene nanospheres, an oxygen etching at power 100W, gas pressure of 80 mTorr and 

gas flow of 30 sccm, with an etching time of 30 seconds. Using these conditions, we are able 

to uniformly shrink the nanosphere size from 200 nm to 160 nm. 

Metal physical vapour deposition 

The last step to fabricate the metallic semi-shells is to deposit the metal layer on top of the 

polystyrene nanospheres template. To do so, Electron Beam Physical Vapour Deposition 
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(UNIVEX 450, Leybold and ATC-Orion; AJA International) was used. The metal films were 

deposited at rates between 0.10 and 0.15 nm/s. This technique creates a very directional 

deposition of the material of the substrate. Due to the spherical shape of the substrate, the 

metallic semi-shells present thickness asymmetry through the plane perpendicular to the 

evaporation direction. 

1.3. Rapid prototyping 

The structures that are presented in Chapter 3 and 4 were fabricated by rapid prototyping. 

Design 

A vector graphics editor (Inkscape) was used to design the structures that are fabricated in 

this thesis. 

Laser writing 

A laser cutter (Epilog Mini 24, Epilog Laser) was used to define and cut the self-suspended 

structures into the desired geometry and dimensions (cutting conditions: power 4%; 

velocity 10%). The resultant free-standing structures were then released from the substrate 

by using a 0.5 mm thick poly(methyl methacrylate) with double-sided pressure-sensitive 

adhesive as a base support. 

2. CHARACTERIZATION 

2.1. Morphological 

The morphology of the samples was characterized in each step of the fabrication processes 

in order to ensure the quality and reproducibility of the procedure. Depending on the 

dimensions of the material, three different approaches were chosen: electron microscopy, 

confocal microscopy and optical microscopy. 

Scanning Electron Microscopy 

Morphological characterization of micro/nanostructures was performed by Scanning 

Electron Microscopy (Quanta FEG650, FEI (ThermoFisher) ; Auriga (Zeiss)). Experimental 

conditions vary depending on the dimensions and the electrical conductivity of the material 

and the substrate. As a guideline, samples with good electrical conductivity such as self-

assembly of polystyrene nanospheres on silicon substrate, gold or iron semi-shells on 

silicon substrate, were performed at 10kV in high vacuum conditions. In contrast, sample 

with poor electrical conductivity, such as PDMS films, were performed at 1 kV in high 

vacuum. Alternatively, they can be also observed at 10 kV at low vacuum. 

Confocal Microscopy 

Confocal microscopy (Sensofar) was used to determine thicknesses and microscopic profiles 

of the samples. Measurements were taken using 10x, 20x and 50x objectives, depending on 

the resolution that was needed in each case. To measure the thickness of spin-coated PDMS, 
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the profilometric tool was used. To fully characterize the wrinkled-PDMS or the Au-semi-

shells/wrinkled-PDMS, both the profilometric and 2D contour visualization were used to 

measure the wavelength and amplitude of the wrinkles. The same microscopy was also 

used in imaging mode as a conventional optical microscope for surface observation. 

2.2. Spectrometry 

The optical properties of the materials that are developed in this work are carefully 

examined due to its importance to the final optomechanical performance. The optical 

transmission and reflection spectra were determined from the UV to the LWIR using the 

following techniques: 

UV-Visible-NIR spectrometry 

The UV-Visible-NIR transmission spectrometry was carried out using a fibre-coupled 

halogen light source (HL2000, Ocean Optics), with an optical fibre (Ø = 400 µm, NA = 0.5; 

M45L01, Thorlabs) and an aspheric lens (Thorlabs) to collimate the light. The optical spectra 

were recorded by two spectrometers for the UV-visible (Flame, Ocean Optics®) and near-

infrared (NIRQuest, Ocean Optics) ranges. The UV-Visible-NIR reflection spectrometry was 

carried out using a bifurcated optical fibre bundle (M25L01, Thorlabs), a silver mirror as a 

reference (PF10-03-P01, Thorlabs) and the same light source and spectrometers as for 

transmission. In chapter 5, the optical characterization of samples upon increasing strain 

was performed by clamping each side of the sample to a PMMA holder, which is attached 

to a micro-positioner perpendicular to the light beam. 

Infrared spectrometry 

The spectrometric characterization of samples at the MWIR and LWIR regions was carried 

out by a Fourier Transform Infrared Spectrometer (FTIR) (Bruker Vertex80), using a gold 

film as a reference for reflection and a KBr (FT-IR grade, Sigma Aldrich) sample substrate as 

a reference for transmission. 

2.3. Magnetometry 

The in-plane and out-of-plane hysteresis loops were carried out using a Durham Magneto 

Optics Ltd magneto-optic Kerr effect (MOKE) apparatus (NanoMOKE2). 

2.4. Photothermia 

Temperature monitoring of the samples at the photothermal characterization was carried 

out using a non-contact infrared thermometer (MLX90614, Melexis) and a computer with 

Labview data acquisition software. To avoid any problems related to the different thermal 

emissivity of different metals (such as Fe and Au), the measurements were taken at the 

polymer (PDMS) side, which totally blocks the thermal emission from the nanostructured 

metal layers. The photothermal characterization was carried out using different light 

sources, depending on the experiment: a white light LED (MWWHLP1, Thorlabs), a NIR 

laser diode with emission wavelength at 808 nm (B1-808-1500-15A, Sheaumann) and another 
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laser with emission at 1470 nm (QSM-1470-3, QPhotonics) were used. A germanium filter 

(WG90530-G, Thorlabs) was used to block the interferences at the infrared thermometer 

coming from the infrared light sources. The light intensity was calibrated using an optical 

power meter (S310C, S401C, PM100D, Thorlabs). An infrared thermal camera (FLIR) was 

also used for the photothermal characterization, which is analogous to the previous 

temperature monitoring but giving the visualization and 2D mapping of temperature in the 

samples. 

2.5. Visual (opto/magneto)-mechanical responses 

Visualization of the mechanical responses of the materials to external stimuli such as light, 

temperature or magnetic fields was performed using a conventional USB camera (DinoLite) 

and DinoCapture as an image capture software. ImageJ was used for image analysis. In 

Chapter 3 and 4, the analysis of the curvature angle was defined as the angle at the end of 

the cantilever.  

The light sources used for actuation were the same as for the photothermal characterization. 

Calibration of the incident light was measured using the optical power meter (S310C, 

S401C, PM100D, Thorlabs). Calibration of the magnetic field strength of a magnet 

(Superparamagnete) was carried out using a commercial gaussmeter (Magnet-Physik).  

In Chapter 3, the analysis of transmitted power through the artificial iris was performed by 

using the optical power meter (S310C, PM100D, Thorlabs) after the prototype. The actuation 

using thermal infrared light was carried out by heating a 2x2 cm PDMS square using a 

Single-Stage TEC Element (TECF1S, Thorlabs) and the same PDMS piece covered by 

aluminium foil. In Chapter 4, the laser pulses were modulated using a signal modulator. 

The colorimetric analysis was performed with “colorevo” [https://gitlab.com/c-p/colorevo], 

a purpose-built software for monitoring the evolution of the average Hue in one or more 

pre-defined regions of interest (ROI) of the captured video. This software is written in 

Python and its source code is freely available under the General Public License 

[https://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl.html].  

Rectangular ROIs of approximately 10x40 pixels were defined near the tip of the cantilever, 

where the colour variation is larger. The ROI covered the whole width of the cantilever but 

is limited along the cantilever length to select a narrow colour band, while still consisting 

of enough pixels to adequately cancel out the noise contribution from the camera CCD 

sensor and electronics. 

3. SIMULATIONS 

In Chapter 3 and 5, FDTD calculations of the optical response were performed using 

Lumerical, having a mesh of 2 nm in the region containing the metal structures. The FDTD 

calculation volume is a cube 296 of 1 μm edge. To perform the calculations of near-field 

interaction in semi-shell arrays, periodical contour was applied. In Chapter 3/Figure 3-2b, 

a 900x900 nm2 detector plane was placed 100 nm before/after the semi-shell structure.



 



APPENDIX B: Physicochemical 

properties of PDMS 

Property Value 

Mass density 0.97 kg·m-3 

Young's modulus 0.5-3 MPa 

Poisson ratio 0.5 

Tensile strength 6.7 MPa 

Specific heat 1.46 kJ kg-1 K-1 

Thermal conductivity 0.15 W m-1 K-1 

Thermal Expansion Coefficient 3.4·10-4 K-1 

Dielectric constant 2.3-2.8 

Index of refraction 1.4 

Electrical conductivity 4x1013 Ω m 

Magnetic permeability 0.6x106 cm3 g-1 

Hydrophobicity Highly hydrophobic, contact angle 90-120° 

Colour Colourless 

Viscosity (mixed) 3500 cP 

Heat Cure Time at 100°C 35 min 

Heat Cure Time at 150°C 10 min 

Wet etching method 
Tetrabutylammonium fluoride (C16H36FN) + 

n-methyl-2-pyrrolidinone (C5H9NO)  3:1 

Plasma etching method CF4 + O2 

Adhesion to silicon dioxide Excellent 

Biocompatibility 

Non-irritating to skin, no adverse effect on 

rabbits and mice, only mild inflammatory 

reaction when implanted 
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